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Abstract
The overall purpose of this thesis is to analyze the role of public policies for technological
development (i.e., innovation) in the renewable energy sector. The thesis consists of an
introductory part and three self-contained papers.
Paper I investigates the innovation effects of renewable energy support policies and their
interaction in the empirical context of solar photovoltaic (PV) technology. This is achieved by
using data on solar PV patent counts and policies targeting solar PV development across 13
countries over the time period 1978-2008. These policies include public R&D support to solar
PV as well as two different types of production support schemes: feed-in tariffs (FIT) and
renewable energy certificates (REC). The data are applied to a negative binomial model and
the results indicate that: (a) both FIT and REC schemes stimulate solar PV patenting activity
although the impact of the former is of a larger magnitude; (b) public R&D has been more
influential than the production support schemes in inducing solar PV innovation; and (c)
policy interaction exists in that the innovation effect of public R&D support is greater at the
margin if it is accompanied by the use of FIT schemes for solar PV.
Paper II analyzes the role of pilot and demonstration plants (PDPs) in technological
development. As surprisingly little explicit attention has been devoted to this issue in prior
research, the existing literature is synthesized and categorized, and an agenda is proposed for
future work. Scholarly work on PDPs can be found across several research fields and the
discussion in the paper is organized around three research streams: engineering and natural
science research, technology and innovation management, and innovation systems. Based on
searches in key bibliographic databases more than 200 publications were identified and
reviewed. According to the literature synthesis, the plants bridge basic knowledge generation
and technological breakthroughs on the one hand (promoted by public R&D support), and
exploitation of new technology for commercial use on the other (promoted by production
support schemes). Still, more research on the subject is needed. For instance, the role of PDPs
for inducing innovation needs to be assessed in a rigorous empirical setting as this issue has
only been researched in conceptual studies or retrospective case studies based entirely on
qualitative or descriptive approaches.
Paper III provides an econometric analysis of the innovation impacts of publicly funded PDP
activities in the case of advanced biofuel technology. This is achieved by using data on
biofuel patent counts and PDPs across eight European countries over the time period 19802011. It is acknowledged that PDPs have two main objectives: testing and optimization of
technology (experimental PDPs), and diffusion and commercialization of technology
(exemplary PDPs). The data are applied to a negative binomial model and indicate that: (a)
PDP activities are overall positively correlated with biofuel patents; (b) experimental PDPs
are more innovation-promoting than exemplary PDPs; and (c) experimental PDP activities
encourage innovation also indirectly through knowledge spillovers.
The overall conclusion is that environmental policy encourages renewable energy innovation.
Public R&D support as well as production support schemes are important for inducing
innovation, and there are interactions between these policy types which must be
acknowledged when designing public support. As public R&D support is more innovationpromoting when accompanied by the use of certain production support schemes, these
policies should be employed simultaneously. Moreover, publicly funded PDP activities foster
innovation and thus, their role must also be acknowledged when designing public policy.
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Preface

1. Introduction
Curbing greenhouse gas emissions is important for avoiding unacceptable impacts on the
climate system. Consequently, in many countries a policy priority has been the development
of renewable energy technologies, which is important not only for limiting carbon emissions
but also for increasing energy security and improving air quality. As suggested by Kneese and
Schultze (1975), the effects of environmental policies on technology development (i.e.,
innovation) may, in the long run, be one of the most prominent determinants of success or
failure of environmental protection efforts, a seminal insight as valid today as when it was
written. For instance, policy-induced innovation may reduce the cost of compliance with
policy goals and the environmental effects of economic and social activities are greatly
affected by the rate and direction of technological change.
In liberalized energy markets the circumstances can often be unfavorable for renewable
energy technologies – at present they are typically relatively more expensive than the
incumbent technologies and especially if the price of carbon dioxide emissions is low (e.g.,
IEA, 2011). There may also be path dependency in the direction of technological change,
locking the economy into the use of existing fossil fuel based energy technology (Acemoglu
et al., 2012). For the above reasons there is a need to understand more closely the process of
technological innovation in the renewable energy sector, and the ways in which different
public policies can be used to promote this process.
Empirical research linking environmental policy and innovation indicates an overall positive
correlation between the two, and suggests that two main policy types are important for
renewable energy innovation: public R&D support and production support schemes (e.g.,
Johnstone et al., 2010; Rübbelke and Weiss, 2011; Lundmark and Bäckström et al., 2015).
These policies are important for technology development since they promote basic knowledge
generation (resulting from public R&D), and because they encourage learning-by-doing in the
sense that technology performance improves as capacity and production expands (resulting
from production support schemes). However, the potential interaction effects between the
policies have never been assessed in a rigorous empirical setting, while being discussed and
emphasized in theoretical research (e.g., Sagar and van der Zwaan, 2006; Kline and
Rosenberg, 1986). For instance, the introduction of new technology may affect future
innovations (the re-development of a technology) through learning and vice versa. R&D
programs that are entirely designed in isolation from practical applications could therefore be
less effective.
While the importance of public R&D support and production support schemes has been
acknowledged in scholarly work focusing on policy-induced innovation, the role of publicly
(but also privately) funded pilot and demonstration plant (PDP) activities has been largely
1

overlooked. As suggested by Sagar and Gallagher (2004), PDPs can be important for
innovation since they bridge basic knowledge generation and technological breakthroughs on
the one hand, and industrial application and adoption on the other. For instance, these plants
can enable technology development and optimization in an industrially relevant scale, and
they may reduce institutional and market related uncertainties which could hamper diffusion
and learning-by-doing (e.g., tacit knowledge acquired during manufacturing) (e.g., Karlström
and Sandén, 2004; Lefevre, 1984). In addition, they can also generate knowledge spillovers
which are beneficial to society (e.g., Hendry et al., 2010). A lack of understanding of the
importance of PDPs for technology development makes it difficult for policy makers to
design appropriate support and to realize the full social benefits of these activities. The
existing work on PDPs consists of conceptual studies or retrospective case studies based
entirely on qualitative or descriptive approaches. While the innovation impacts of PDPs have
been confirmed in such studies, their role for technical development remains to be
investigated rigorously with an econometric approach.
Following the above, the overall purpose of this thesis is to analyze the role of public policies
for technological innovation in the renewable energy sector. While the issue has been
examined in prior work, further research is warranted in a number of important respects. First,
the potential interaction effects between public R&D support and production support schemes
have never been analyzed with an econometric approach. Second, while previous research
efforts focus on the role of these policy types for inducing innovation, the role of publicly (but
also privately) funded PDPs has been largely overlooked. Third, and finally, the innovation
impacts of PDPs remain to be investigated in a quantitative empirical setting. These areas are
addressed, respectively, in the three papers which follow.

2. Measuring Innovative Output with Patent Counts
Since innovative output cannot be measured in itself, some proxy variable must be employed.
Still, the number of proxies available is scarce and only a few of them are suitable indicators
of innovative output. Two proxies sometimes used are R&D expenditures and counts of
scientific personnel. These proxies are, however, imperfect indicators at best since they
constitute inputs to the innovation activities and they do not necessarily result in technical
development (e.g., Johnstone et al., 2010). Patent counts are a more suitable proxy since they
are outputs of such activities, and they have a close link to inventions as most economically
significant inventions are patented (e.g., Dernis and Kahn, 2004). Moreover, patents contain
detailed information about inventions which facilitates identification of specific technologies
such as solar photovoltaic (PV) when compiling the data, and patent information is both
readily available and in discrete form. While public R&D expenditures and counts of
scientific personnel are also publicly available and easily subject to statistical analysis, they
are generally more difficult to disaggregate to specific technologies. For these reasons, patent
counts are one of the most frequently used indicators of innovation (e.g., Johnstone et al.,
2010; Brunnermeier and Cohen, 2003; Popp, 2002; Lanjouw and Mody, 1996). In this thesis,
the innovation impacts of public policies are examined empirically by using patent counts.
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2.1 Fundamentals of Patenting
A patent is basically a legal instrument protecting an invention by granting its holder the right
to exclude others from using, making or selling the patented invention during a defined time
period and in the country or countries concerned by the protection (e.g., OECD, 2009). For an
invention to be eligible for patent protection it must be novel, involve an inventive step, and
be commercially viable (e.g., Dernis and Guellec, 2001). Patents are granted to inventions in
all technological fields while laws of nature, natural phenomena and abstract ideas are not
patentable.
The core patenting process, which is similar in all countries, starts with the filing of a patent
application at a patent office. The applicant must pay administrative fees which vary
significantly across patent offices, and the invention must be disclosed in detail in the
application (e.g., OECD, 2009). This is followed by a novelty search where the patent office
evaluates the novelty of the invention against relevant scientific and technical literature, and a
search report as well as the application is published 18 months after the filing date (with some
exceptions for certain applications at specific patent offices). After this the application is
studied for determining whether the invention is non-obvious to a person with ordinary skill
in the art and if it is capable of industrial application. 1 If granted, a patent can be maintained
as long as 20 years from the filing date provided that the holder pays annual renewal fees
(e.g., Dernis and Guellec, 2001). If these fees are not paid, the patent is revoked by the patent
office.
Patent rights are provided only within the jurisdiction of a patent office where an application
has been granted. For instance, a patent granted by the Swedish patent office will only provide
protection in Sweden. To protect the same invention in Germany, an additional application
must be filed to the German patent office. The applicant can file parallel applications in this
way to obtain patent rights in multiple countries, but it is also possible to file an application at
a regional office such as the European Patent Office (EPO), or to submit an international
application via the Patent Cooperation Treaty (PCT) administered by the World Intellectual
Property Organization (WIPO) which automatically designates all PCT signatory states for
protection. A patent application is usually first filed to the national patent office of the
applicant to protect the invention in the domestic market, and this is later followed by foreign
filings. Still, an application can be filed initially to any patent office around the world and the
decision to apply for patent protection in certain markets depends on the strategy of the
applicant.
2.2 Patent Data Issues and Patent-Based Indicators
Compiling patent statistics is difficult as patents are generated through complex legal and
economic processes. Frietsch and Schmoch (2010) argue that meaningful interpretation of
patent data necessitates that a number of issues have been considered when compiling the
patent information, and these concern that: (a) the comparability of patents is limited across
1

Even though an invention is found to be novel, it is not patentable if deemed obvious to a person with ordinary
skills in the art.
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countries because of heterogeneous laws and practices (e.g., it might take one patent to protect
an invention in one country, but several patents in other countries); (b) the patent propensity
varies across countries and over time; (c) there are delays in the publishing of patent
information causing patent applications to decrease in recent years, and these delays differ
across patent offices; and (d) the value distribution of patents is highly skewed. To limit these
issues when measuring innovative output in the renewable energy sector, counts of patent
applications filed under the PCT as well as counts of ‘transnational patent families’ are
employed in this thesis. This is in line with OECD (2009), which recommends using PCT
applications or patent family counts when analyzing and comparing innovative output across
countries.
2.2.1 The Patent Cooperation Treaty Procedure
The PCT procedure is international by design since patent protection can be obtained in a
large number of countries following a single international application (i.e., a PCT
application). The procedure consists of two phases: an international as well as a
regional/national phase (e.g., Frietsch and Schmoch, 2010). The international phase is
initiated when a PCT application is filed to WIPO, or a national or regional patent office
which then transmits the application to WIPO. A PCT application must be submitted within a
12-month period following the first patent application worldwide for a given invention, the
so-called ‘priority filing’, which is often filed to the national patent office of the applicant. A
PCT application can, however, also be filed immediately as a priority filing (e.g., Dernis and
Guellec, 2001). After the PCT application has been submitted, an international search report
(ISR) is prepared which evaluates the novelty of the given invention. The report and the
application are eventually published 18 months after the priority date (the date of the priority
filing). Having received the ISR, the applicant may request a second evaluation of the
potential patentability of the invention and in such cases an international preliminary report on
patentability (IPRP) is prepared. At 30 months from the priority date, the international phase
ends as the application is transferred to the PCT signatory states where the decision is made
whether patent rights should be granted (however, the ISR as well as the IPRP may influence
the decision). After the transfer it takes about six months before the application is published
by the regional and national patent offices.
PCT application counts are a suitable proxy for innovative activity. By using PCT data, patent
comparability issues across countries are avoided as only international applications are
compiled (which all comply with PCT formality requirements). Because of these issues it is
generally not recommended to compile statistics from different patent offices (e.g., OECD,
2009). While patent comparability issues could be avoided by compiling statistics at a single
national patent office, the data would suffer from ‘home advantage bias’ (e.g., Dernis and
Guellec, 2001). Applicants have a particular economic interest in their home market, and
applications filed to the domestic patent office are less costly than foreign filings as applicants
can work with local attorneys and reduce communication costs (e.g., Frietsch and Schmoch,
2010). Compiling application counts at a national patent office will thus produce biased
results as applicants tend to file more patents in their home country than abroad due to
economic factors and not because of their relative competitiveness in inventive activity.
4

PCT data suffer from relatively short publication delays when compiled at the international
phase (which is what is used in this thesis), a property which is important for up-to-date
policy studies. Furthermore, a significant fee is attached to the examination of a PCT
application and protection is thus sought once prospects of commercialization are deemed
favorable by the applicant. The fee is higher than that of a domestic patent application but it is
lower than parallel application in multiple countries. These conditions provide a quality
hurdle which eliminates many applications associated with inventions with potentially low
economic value. Finally, the issue concerning variations in patent propensity across countries
and over time can be controlled for when conducting regression analysis.
2.2.2 Transnational Patent Families
A patent family is a set of patents or applications protecting the same invention in different
countries or regions around the world (e.g., OECD, 2009). Therefore, the distinction between
PCT applications and patent families is not straightforward as PCT’s are often members of
patent families already protecting inventions in certain jurisdictions. In this thesis, counts of
Derwent World Patents Index (DWPI) families are used to approximate innovative output in
advanced biofuel production technology. Specifically, the only DWPI families considered are
those containing (at least) a PCT application and/or an application filed to the EPO, and these
are commonly referred to as transnational patents (Frietsch and Schmoch, 2010).
Counts of transnational patents are a suitable measure of innovative activity. By imposing the
condition that all families must contain a PCT application and/or an application filed to the
EPO, all patent families considered must comply with PCT and/or EPO formality
requirements. Hence, the data can be regarded as free from patent comparability issues caused
by differences in patent rules and practices across countries. Indicators based on counts of
transnational patent families are also largely free from home advantage bias since these
families contain patents applied for through a specific set of patenting routes and where all
applications have a foreign status (e.g., OECD, 2009; Frietsch and Schmoch, 2010).
Moreover, transnational patents suffer from relatively short publication delays and they
generally cover inventions with high economic value as cross-country patent protection is
relatively costly to obtain for the applicant. Protection is thus sought only when the prospects
of commercialization are regarded as favorable by the applicant. Finally, variations in patent
propensity across countries and over time can be controlled for when conducting regression
analysis.

3. Summary of Papers
Paper I:

The Innovation Effects of Renewable Energy Policies and Their Interaction: The
Case of Solar PV

The aim of this paper is to investigate the innovation impacts of different renewable energy
support policies and their interaction in the case of solar photovoltaic (PV) technology. In
doing this solar PV patent counts are employed (to proxy innovation) for 13 countries over the
5

time period 1978-2008, and specific policies targeting solar PV development are included in
the analysis. These policies include public R&D support to solar PV as well as two different
types of production support schemes: feed-in tariffs (FIT) and renewable energy certificates
(REC). Specifically, the interaction between public R&D on the one hand and the two
renewable energy production support schemes on the other is tested.
FIT schemes offer price-based support in which the producers of renewable electricity sell at
a pre-set (guaranteed) price per kWh generated over a given time period, and price levels are
generally differentiated with respect to the technology supported (e.g., solar PV, wind power
etc.). A REC scheme, on the other hand, seldom includes separate targets for different types
of renewable energy technologies – instead they promote direct competition between the
different energy sources. Specifically, the scheme requires retailers to purchase a
predetermined amount (in MWh) of renewable electricity. Each MWh of renewable electricity
produced in power plants eligible for certificates yields one certificate that can be sold, and
compliance is confirmed by the possession of a sufficient number of these. Consequently, a
market for the certificates is established.
Negative binomial regression models are specified and tested in which the dependent variable,
solar PV patent counts, is explained by the stringency of the different renewable energy
policies, their policy interaction as well as a selection of control variables. Specifically, the
paper examines: (a) whether FIT schemes are more innovation-promoting than REC schemes
in the renewable energy sector (as is often claimed); (b) whether R&D support induces more
solar PV innovation than support to technology diffusion through FIT and REC schemes; and
(c) the issue of policy interaction by testing the null hypothesis that a marginal increase in
public R&D expenditures to solar PV will have the same impact on patenting activity
regardless of whether either FIT or REC schemes are in use or not.
The empirical results suggest that: (a) both FIT and REC schemes encourage solar PV
patenting although the impact of the former appears to be more profound; (b) the role of
public R&D support is important for solar PV innovation and it appears to be more
economically significant for innovation than the different production support schemes; and (c)
policy interaction exists in that the effect of public R&D support on innovation is greater at
the margin if it is accompanied by the use of FIT schemes for solar PV. A corresponding
interaction effect does not emerge in the case of public R&D and the use of REC schemes,
possibly due to the relatively strong technology selection pressure under the latter policy.
Paper II:

The role of pilot and demonstration plants in technological development:
synthesis and directions for future research

The objective of this paper is to synthesize and categorize prior research on pilot and
demonstration plants (PDPs), but also to propose an agenda for future work on the subject. In
doing this, the ambition is not to carry out an exhaustive survey of all existing work, or to
conduct a full-fledged meta-analysis. Instead, key dimensions of existing research are
highlighted and it is discussed how the research field can be developed and further improved.
6

As the literature on PDPs is broad, fragmented and found in several research domains, the
discussion is organized around three PDP research streams: engineering and natural science
research, technology and innovation management, and innovation systems. The properties of
the different research streams are described, and previous research is also synthesized into a
conceptual framework for better understanding of PDPs.
The synthesis is based on more than 200 publications involving PDPs, among which about 60
is formally referred to in the paper. The bulk of these are peer-reviewed journal articles
although some are books, reports, working papers or dissertations. To identify literature of
relevance, searches were conducted in key bibliographic databases using key terms such as
‘pilot plant’, ‘demonstration plant’, ‘pilot runs’ etc. By conducting searches and reviewing
relevant work, a better understanding of the literature successively developed and new
keywords and combinations could be tested. Some references could, however, be identified
through a snowball technique and this compensated for the rigidity of ‘mechanistic’ database
searches. Finally, literature was chosen on the basis of whether the contents were interesting
and had potential to advance knowledge about PDPs.
Based on the literature synthesis it is concluded that the PDP phase does not constitute an
isolated activity in the process of new technology deployment. In practice there are loops back
to basic R&D as well as from technology diffusion to PDP activities. In other words, PDP
activities are closely linked to and may largely overlap basic R&D, technology diffusion, or
both. This reasoning suggests that PDPs are not a homogeneous phenomenon as they
generally have different roles. Some are closely related to the R&D stage (commonly referred
to as experimental PDPs) while others focus on discovering and learning about market
opportunities (exemplary PDPs).
The review of the literature indicates that the role of PDPs for innovation has not been
rigorously examined based on an econometric approach. Furthermore, the analysis shows that
a number of issues deserve increased attention in future work. For instance, there are many
different forms of learning taking place in PDPs and these need to be scrutinized in more
detail to better understand role of the plants in fostering technological development.
Additional research is also called for concerning the issue of how to balance protection of new
technology in niches on the one hand, and selection pressure on the other. If protection is too
generous, innovators are not forced to deal with negative side effects associated with large
scale application of a new technology. However, if selection pressure is too strong different
development paths may be obstructed or precluded. Thus, this is an important question for
policy makers and private firms.
Paper III:

What are the Innovation Effects of Pilot and Demonstration Plants? The Case of
Advanced Biofuels in the Transport Sector

The purpose of this paper is to examine the effects of publicly funded PDP activities on
innovation in production technology for advanced biofuels. In doing this it is acknowledged
that PDPs have two main objectives: testing and optimization of technology in an industrially
7

relevant scale (experimental PDPs), and diffusion and commercialization of products and
technology (exemplary PDPs). Technical innovation is measured as patent counts related to
production technology for advanced biofuels used in the transport sector.
The empirical analysis builds on a detailed panel data set of eight European countries over the
time period 1980-2011. Negative binomial regression models are specified in which the
dependent variable, biofuel patent counts, is explained by PDP activities along with a
selection of control variables. Specifically, this paper examines: (a) the overall innovation
impacts of PDP activities; (b) the innovation effects of PDPs with different objectives; and (c)
whether PDPs encourage technology development also indirectly through knowledge
spillovers. Sensitivity analyzes are conducted to check the robustness of the results.
Based on the econometric analysis it is concluded that: (a) PDP activities are overall
positively correlated with biofuel patenting activity; (b) the main objective of PDPs determine
their effectiveness in inducing innovation as experimental plants are more innovationpromoting than exemplary plants; and (c) development activities in experimental PDPs
encourage innovation also indirectly through knowledge spillovers.

4. Overall Conclusions
Public policies are important for inducing technological innovation in the renewable energy
sector. Public R&D expenditures are important for encouraging innovation by promoting
basic knowledge generation and technical breakthroughs. Production support schemes,
focusing on promoting industrial application and adoption, are also important for fostering
technology development. However, there are also important interaction effects between these
policy types. For instance, the gradual diffusion of a technology may reveal areas where
additional R&D efforts would be most innovation-promoting and for this reason, public R&D
programs should not be designed in isolation from practical application (encouraged by
production support schemes). In the specific case of solar photovoltaic (PV) technology it is
found that public R&D support is more innovation-promoting when accompanied by the use
of feed-in tariff (FIT) schemes. No interaction effect is found between public R&D and
renewable energy certificate (REC) schemes. A plausible explanation for this result is that in
the REC case more mature (and less costly) technologies tend to become prioritized, and this
policy provides only limited opportunities for continuous technology learning in solar PV in
turn augmenting the impact of R&D.
Publicly funded pilot and demonstration plants (PDPs) are also important for renewable
energy innovation since they bridge technological breakthroughs on the one hand, and
exploitation of new technology for commercial use on the other. For instance, the plants offer
opportunities for fine-tuning and developing technology in an industrially relevant scale, and
they may also function to reduce institutional and market related uncertainties which could
hamper diffusion and learning-by-doing (e.g., tacit knowledge acquired during
manufacturing). Econometric analysis indicates that PDP activities are overall positively
correlated with innovative activity, and that the innovation impacts of PDPs are dependent on
8

their objective. Experimental PDPs, situated close to the R&D stage, are more innovationpromoting than exemplary PDPs which focus mainly on diffusion and commercialization of
technology. Since creating customer awareness and discovering market opportunities is of
relatively low priority in experimental plants, their development activities are conducted
largely free from pressure of customers. Hence, it is easier to pursue enduring and iterative
development efforts when avoiding such pressure, at least in the case of less-developed
renewable energy technology. This conclusion is also supported by the finding that FIT
schemes are more innovation-promoting than REC schemes in the case of solar PV. FIT
schemes provide fixed production support for specific technologies such as solar PV, and thus
a ‘nursing market’ where the technology may develop largely free from direct competition
from other energy sources. REC schemes, on the other hand, encourage direct competition
among different energy technologies because of the pressures of the bidding process and the
embracement of a large number of renewable energy sources, thus building on the notion that
‘selection pressure’ is important for inducing innovation.
Finally, knowledge creation in experimental PDPs stimulates renewable energy innovation
also indirectly through country-level knowledge spillovers. Still, even though these
externalities are beneficial to society, it is important that too lenient policies towards sharing
of publicly funded intellectual property do not remove the incentives for commercial actors to
contribute to these learning processes in the first place. The ‘mixed blessing’ of knowledge
spillovers deserve increased attention in future research on PDPs.
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1. Introduction
1.1 Background and Contribution
Given the need to limit the increase in global average temperatures to avoid unacceptable
impacts on the climate system, the development of low-carbon energy technology such as
solar energy and wind power has been a policy priority in many countries. In liberalized
energy markets the circumstances can often be unfavorable for renewable energy sources – at
present these are typically relatively more expensive than the incumbent technologies and
especially if the price of carbon dioxide emissions is low. Moreover, there may also be path
dependency in the direction of technological change that locks the economy into the use of
older fossil fuel based energy technology (Acemoglu et al., 2012). For the above reasons there
is a need to understand more closely the process of technological innovation in the renewable
energy sector, and the ways in which different public policies can be used to promote this
process.
The empirical research linking energy and environmental policy and innovation constitutes a
growing literature stream, and overall the results from such studies indicate a positive effect
of public policy on innovation (e.g., Brunnermeier and Cohen, 2003; Lanjouw and Mody,
1996; Noailly and Batrakova, 2010; Popp, 2002). Previous research specifically addressing
policy-induced innovation in the renewable energy sector is scarcer, and some of it is based
mainly on qualitative or theoretical analysis (e.g., Menanteau et al., 2003; Foxon et al., 2005;
Sagar and Zwaan, 2006; Fischer and Newell, 2008). A number of recent empirical studies use
quantitative data to investigate technological change in the energy sector and the role of
energy prices and policy. For instance, Lanzi and Sue Wing (2011) find a positive relationship
between energy prices and innovation in the renewable energy sector. This result is confirmed
in Verdolini and Galeotti (2011) who address the innovation impacts of energy prices on
different types of energy technologies while also accounting for the influence of international
knowledge spillovers. Other important quantitative studies addressing renewable energy
innovation include Walz et al. (2008), Karmarkar-Deshmukh and Pray (2009), Rübbelke and
Weiss (2011), Noailly and Smeets (2012), Peters et al. (2012), and Nesta et al. (2014). Many
of the available studies, though, employ aggregate data for the renewable energy technology
sector, and therefore tend to downplay the heterogeneous nature of this sector. For instance,
some technologies are technically and commercially relatively mature (e.g., wind power,
hydro-power etc.) while others, such as solar photovoltaic (PV), are less developed but may
nevertheless show great future potentials. This suggests in turn the existence of differential
policy impacts across various types of technologies.
This paper addresses the relationship between public policy support to renewable energy and
innovation in the specific empirical context of solar PV, and it considers the specific policies
targeting solar PV development in 13 different countries since the late 1970s. These policies
include public R&D support to solar PV as well as two different types of production support
schemes: feed-in tariffs (FIT) and renewable energy certificates (REC). A FIT scheme is a
price-based support in which the producers of renewable electricity sell at a pre-set
1

(guaranteed) price per kWh generated over a given time period (e.g., Couture and Gagnon,
2010). The price levels are typically differentiated with respect to the technology supported.
A REC scheme involves an obligation for retailers to purchase a predetermined amount (in
MWh) of renewable electricity. Each MWh of renewable electricity produced in power plants
eligible for certificates yields one certificate that can be sold. In this way a market for the
certificates is established, where the price of these equals the premium revenue (per MWh)
that renewable electricity producers must receive to fulfill the obligation. The REC schemes
seldom include separate targets for different types of renewable energy technologies; instead
they promote direct competition between the different energy sources (e.g., IEA, 2004, 2012a,
2012b). By focusing on the above policies we acknowledge that innovation may be induced
both through basic knowledge generation resulting from public R&D, and learning-by-doing
(e.g., tacit knowledge acquired during manufacturing). The latter is induced by FIT and REC
schemes, which both support renewable energy technology diffusion. Moreover, the
innovation impacts of these diffusion-promoting policies may vary due to differences in
design (e.g., targeting single versus multiple technologies).
In the frequently cited work by Johnstone et al. (2010), the differential relationships between
renewable energy policies and innovation (measured through patent application counts) are
analyzed in a cross-country setting. For instance, the study supports the notion that FIT and
REC schemes could have different impacts on innovation, and it is found that only the FIT
schemes induce innovation in solar energy technology, while the REC schemes instead appear
to favor innovation in more mature technologies (e.g., wind power). The present paper draws
on this important work, but it also develops the analysis of Johnstone et al. (2010) in a number
of important respects.
First, Johnstone et al. (2010) focus on solar energy as an aggregate, thus addressing also solar
thermal innovation (e.g., innovations in residential solar thermal systems applied for heating
and cooling). At first glance our sole focus on solar PV may appear like a marginal research
contribution, but it permits us to establish a more valid link to the two renewable electricity
support schemes (both focusing on electricity generation), as well as to the targeted public
R&D efforts. In fact, our empirical results shed some new light on the differential impacts of
FIT and REC schemes, respectively (see section 4). Second, in contrast to Johnstone et al.
(2010), we provide a more detailed assessment of the role of public R&D support by
addressing different ways of measuring such policy schemes. Our analysis considers both the
role of direct R&D expenditures (with lagged impacts), as well as a specification in which the
public R&D expenditures instead add to a knowledge stock with a time lag.
Third and finally, no previous econometric study (including Johnstone et al., 2010) devotes
specific attention to the potential interactions between public R&D efforts on the one hand
and policy support leading to the diffusion of renewable energy technologies on the other.
While the existing theoretical and qualitative literature acknowledges the importance of both
R&D and learning-by-doing for innovation outcomes (see also section 2.1), the often frequent
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iterations between learning and R&D are typically ignored in quantitative work. 1 Specifically,
learning-by-doing may induce more R&D and raise the rate-of-return on basic research. In the
present paper we therefore explicitly test whether the (marginal) impacts of public R&D on
solar PV innovation differ depending on the presence of FIT and REC schemes, respectively.
1.2 Purpose and Overall Approach
Following the above, the specific purpose of this paper is to investigate the differential
impacts of various types of renewable energy support policies on innovation in solar PV
technology. In doing this we address the roles of public R&D expenditures, FIT schemes and
REC schemes, as well as the interaction between public R&D on the one hand and the two
renewable energy production support schemes on the other. Technical innovation is measured
by using counts of patents filed under the so-called Patent Cooperation Treaty (PCT), which
can be disaggregated to specific technological areas, including solar PV.
The empirical analysis builds on a detailed panel data set of 13 countries over the time period
1978-2008. We specify reduced form negative binomial (NB) regression models in which the
dependent variable, solar PV patent counts, is explained by the stringency of the different
renewable energy policies, their policy interaction as well as a selection of control variables
(see further section 2.2). Based on the estimation results we calculate elasticities of patenting
activity with respect to (marginal) changes in the independent variables, thus permitting us to
comment on important differential effects of the respective policies and policy interactions.
Specifically, in the empirical section of the paper we: (a) reexamine the often made claim that
FIT schemes are more innovation-promoting than REC schemes in the renewable energy
sector (e.g., del Río and Bleda, 2012; Johnstone et al., 2010); (b) investigate whether R&D
support induces more solar PV innovation than support to technology diffusion through FIT
and REC schemes; and (c) test the null hypothesis that a marginal increase in public R&D
expenditures to solar PV will have the same impact on patenting activity regardless of
whether either FIT or REC schemes are in use or not. Sensitivity analyzes are conducted to
check the robustness of the results.
1.3 The Case of Solar PV
Solar energy is a very promising renewable energy source (de Vries et al., 2007); the solar
energy reaching Earth during a single hour roughly corresponds to the amount of energy used
by all human activities during one year (IEA, 2010). Our sole focus on solar PV permits the
use of clean patent categories (see further section 3.1), thus avoiding innovations in nonelectric solar systems applied for residential heating and cooling and therefore facilitating the
matching with relevant policy instruments. 2
1

This is also evident in the literature specifying so-called two-factor learning curves for different renewable
energy technologies (e.g., Klaassen et al., 2005; Ek and Söderholm, 2010), and in which public R&D (which
implies learning-by-searching) and learning-by-doing are treated as variables independent of each other.
2
Solar thermal technology also includes electric systems, i.e., concentrating solar power (CSP) (Bradford, 2006;
Timilsina et al., 2011). However, although CSP is also primarily used for electricity generation, the global
installed capacity is only a fraction of that of solar PV (Braun et al., 2011).
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During more than a decade solar PV has been the fastest growing renewable energy sector in
terms of installed capacity (Kirkegaard et al., 2010). The global PV market has grown by an
average rate of 49 percent each year during 2003-2013, and the global cumulative installed
PV capacity reached more than 135 GW in 2013 (IEA, 2014a). According to IEA (2014b), the
bulk of this capacity was distributed among the following countries (in 2013): Germany (with
a 25 % market share), China (14 %), Italy (13 %), Japan (10 %), USA (9 %), Spain (4 %),
France (4 %), UK (2 %), Australia (2 %), Belgium (2 %), and India (2 %). 3 Solar PV systems
can either be grid-connected or stand-alone (off-grid) systems and in 2009, about 85 percent
of the global PV capacity was grid-connected (REN21, 2010). This capacity can be installed
on private estates and business buildings, but it can also be installed on the ground for large
scale applications.
Kirkegaard et al. (2010) argue that the increases in global solar PV capacity can largely be
attributed to the implementation of domestic policy support schemes. FIT schemes, REC
schemes and public R&D support are important policy instruments used to stimulate solar PV
market growth (e.g., Timilsina et al., 2011; Campoccia et al., 2009; Dusonchet and Telaretti,
2010; IEA, 2004). It is frequently asserted that FIT schemes have played a particularly
important role since they guarantee a specific remuneration for certain time periods and the
support levels (per kWh) often have been based on technology-specific generation costs (e.g.,
Mendonça, 2007; Fouquet and Johansson, 2008; Langniss et al., 2009; Klein et al., 2010). In
contrast, in all of the sample countries using REC schemes, the remuneration varies over the
years due to demand and supply changes in the certificate market. Usually in a REC scheme,
all renewable energy technologies compete and receive the same level of support (per kWh)
(IEA, 2004; 2012a; 2012b). In brief, the solar PV case is motivated both because it is a very
promising renewable energy technology and because of variations in the use and the
stringency of policy support across countries over time.
1.4 Outline of Paper
In the next section we briefly present some key theoretical underpinnings of the empirical
analysis, discuss the pros and cons of patent data as innovation proxies, and outline the model
specifications as well as the related econometric issues. Section 3 presents the relevant data
sources and definitions, while section 4 displays the empirical results and discusses the key
implications of these. In section 5 we outline some final concluding remarks, and provide
some suggestions for future research.

2. Methodological Approach and Model Estimation Issues
2.1 Endogenous Technological Change and Patenting Activity
During the last decades, the economics literature on environmental policy and innovation has
devoted increased attention to the role of endogenous technological change and innovation
(e.g., Gillingham et al., 2008). This implies explicitly addressing the feedback mechanisms by
3
Our data sample (see section 3) includes countries with both high and low shares of the globally installed PV
capacity.
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which market signals and policy may change the direction of technological change towards
cleaner (e.g., carbon-free) technology. 4 The literature suggests that public policy may induce
innovation in a number of ways, and large scale models investigating the interrelationship
between the energy system, the climate and the economy typically rely on one of two main
channels of policy-induced innovation. 5 The first channel is through learning-by-doing in the
sense that performance improves as capacity and production expands (e.g., Grubb et al.,
2002). In the second case endogenous technological change is instead introduced by assuming
that technical progress is the result of past investments in R&D and the ensuing accumulation
of a knowledge stock (e.g., Sue Wing, 2006; Löschel, 2002).
Public policies in the renewable energy sector comprise both diffusion-promoting production
support (e.g., feed-in tariff (FIT) and renewable energy certificate (REC) schemes) as well as
R&D efforts. However, these two policy approaches may also interact in important ways. The
innovation process is typically complex, non-linear and highly iterative (e.g., Foray, 2009).
For instance, the introduction of new technology will affect future innovations (the redevelopment of a technology) through learning and vice versa. R&D programs that are
entirely designed in isolation from practical applications could therefore be less effective
(Arrow et al., 2009). Hendry et al. (2010) provide empirical examples of R&D-learning
iterations in the solar photovoltaic (PV) and wind power sectors, e.g., the diffusion of new
technology leads to learning that in itself may raise the rate-of-return of additional R&D.
Thus, while innovation may be induced directly through the use of single policy instruments,
we must also acknowledge the interaction between different types of policies (e.g., production
support schemes focusing on demand-driven innovation versus R&D policies addressing
technological opportunities). 6
Regardless of whether firms are conceptualized as rational and optimizing agents, they
undertake R&D investments with the intention of making profits (e.g., Jaffe et al., 2002). The
profitability of the investments is determined by their costs as well as their expected return.
Schmookler (1966) suggested that increasing market demand is important for innovative
activity by incentivizing R&D activities in new directions. Specifically, a larger market offers
greater opportunities for firms to recoup their investments. Moreover, changing technological
opportunities, for instance scientific and technical advancements, make additional innovation
less costly at a fixed level of demand (e.g., Rosenberg, 1982). Finally, much of the produced
know-how from R&D activities will spill over to competitors who can imitate at a fraction of
4
This notion dates back to Hicks (1932), who claimed that a change in the relative prices of two production
factors will encourage innovations with the aim to economize on the use of the factor which have become
relatively more expensive. See Popp (2002) and Newell et al. (1999) for empirical applications on the energy
sector.
5
Innovations leading to reductions in renewable energy generation costs can possibly spur tightening of
environmental standards as first suggested by Downing and White (1986). Carrión-Flores and Innes (2010)
examines this issue empirically by estimating a simultaneous panel data model of environmental innovation and
policy stringency, and the findings support the notion of a bi-directional relationship between policy and
innovation.
6
Innovative output in a country may be affected by policy support in foreign countries as well. Peters et al.
(2012) and Verdolini and Galeotti (2011) study this issue by modeling and testing the impacts of international
knowledge spillovers resulting from, e.g., technology-push policy support.
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total costs incurred by the creator. Therefore, legal conditions such as intellectual property
rights also determine the profitability of R&D and thus the propensity to engage in innovative
activity and patenting (Jaffe, 1988). As legal conditions may differ across countries and over
time, the propensity to patent will probably vary across countries and change over time within
countries (Jaumotte and Pain, 2005). 7
2.2 Model Specifications
The reliance on patent application data necessitates the use of so-called count data modeling.
Count data models, using Poisson or negative binomial distributions, have been suggested for
estimating the number of occurrences of an event, or event counts (e.g., Maddala, 1983;
Cameron and Trivedi, 1998). An event count is defined as the realization of a non-negative
integer-valued random variable. In our case, an event count corresponds to the number of
solar PV patents filed in a given country and time period.
We first specify two models which do not address any policy interactions. The dependent
variable, the total number (counts) of solar PV patent applications (PCT), is assumed to
depend on the stringency of the renewable energy support schemes (FIT and REC) as well as
the role of public R&D support to solar PV:
ܲܶܥ,௧ = ߚ + ߚଵ ൫ܶܫܨ,௧ ൯ + ߚଶ ൫ܴܥܧ,௧ ൯ + ߚଷ ൫ܱܶܶ,௧ ൯ + ߚସ (ܴܶܵܲܫ௧ ) +

[1]

ିଵ

ߚହ ൫ܴܲܺܧܦ,௧ି௫ ൯ +  ߚହା ܦ + ߝ,௧
ୀଵ

ܲܶܥ,௧ = ߚ + ߚଵ ൫ܶܫܨ,௧ ൯ + ߚଶ ൫ܴܥܧ,௧ ൯ + ߚଷ ൫ܱܶܶ,௧ ൯ + ߚସ (ܴܶܵܲܫ௧ ) +

[2]

ିଵ

ߚହ ൫ܴܭܥܱܶܵܦ,௧ ൯ +  ߚହା ܦ + ߤ,௧
ୀଵ

where i indexes the cross-section unit (i.e., country) and t indexes time. In the empirical
analysis we choose to test two ways of measuring the role of public R&D. The first
specification (equation [1]) follows previous work (e.g., Johnstone et al., 2010), and assumes
that solar PV patenting activity is influenced directly by annual public R&D expenditures
although with a certain time lag (x). This variable is denoted RDEXP. In the second model
specification (equation [2]) we assume instead that what matters for solar PV innovation is the
build-up of a stock of knowledge over time. Hence, in this approach annual R&D
expenditures add to this knowledge stock (RDSTOCK) with a time lag, and it is also assumed
that knowledge depreciates over time at a certain rate. In section 3 the details of the variable
specifications are presented.

7

Propensity to patent is probably also affected by changes in strategies adopted by firms to capture the rents
from innovation and the strategies may differ across countries and over time as well.
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The models outlined in equations [1]-[2] also include two control variables. In general, factors
such as market conditions, scientific capacity and openness to trade will also affect the
tendency to innovate (Jaumotte and Pain, 2005), and to address this overall propensity to
patent we include the variable TOT, which represents all patent applications filed across the
whole spectrum of technological areas. Moreover, the characteristics of intellectual property
rights regimes may have a significant influence on the propensity to seek property rights
protection rather than relying on some other means to protect intellectual property (e.g.,
industrial secrecy). For this reason the binary variable TRIPS is included to control for the socalled TRIPS agreement signed in 1994 regulating the trade related aspects of intellectual
property rights. This agreement was signed by the WTO member countries, including all of
the countries included in our sample, potentially making it easier and more meaningful for
innovators to apply for patents (also in other countries). Finally, country-specific dummy
variables (D) have been included in both model specifications to control for fixed effects
attributed to unobserved factors such as regulatory framework etc. All residual variation in the
two models is captured by the additive error terms (ߝ,௧ and ߤ,௧ ).
In order to address the potential interaction between public R&D and the two different solar
PV support schemes, we also consider two additional model specifications. Specifically, we
multiply RDEXP with two discrete dummy variables indicating whether a FIT or a REC
scheme, respectively, are in place for each country and time period. This gives us the
following two model specifications, again differing with respect to the way in which public
R&D support has been operationalized:
ܲܶܥ,௧ = ߚ + ߚଵ ൫ܶܫܨ,௧ ൯ + ߚଶ ൫ܴܥܧ,௧ ൯ + ߚଷ ൫ܱܶܶ,௧ ൯ + ߚସ (ܴܶܵܲܫ௧ ) +

[3]

ିଵ

ߚହ ൫ܴܲܺܧܦ,௧ି௫ ൯ + ߚ ൫ܶܫܨܲܺܧ,௧ ൯ + ߚ ൫ܥܧܴܲܺܧ,௧ ൯ +  ߚା ܦ + ߨ,௧
ୀଵ

ܲܶܥ,௧ = ߚ + ߚଵ ൫ܶܫܨ,௧ ൯ + ߚଶ ൫ܴܥܧ,௧ ൯ + ߚଷ ൫ܱܶܶ,௧ ൯ + ߚସ (ܴܶܵܲܫ௧ ) +

[4]

ିଵ

ߚହ ൫ܴܭܥܱܶܵܦ,௧ ൯ + ߚ ൫ܶܫܨܲܺܧ,௧ ൯ + ߚ ൫ܥܧܴܲܺܧ,௧ ൯ +  ߚା ܦ + ߶,௧
ୀଵ

where the added interaction variables are denoted EXPFIT and EXPREC, respectively. These
specifications can be used to test the null hypothesis that the impact of a marginal increase in
public R&D support to solar PV has the same impact on patenting activity regardless of
whether FIT and/or REC schemes are in place. Finally, ߨ,௧ and ߶,௧ are additive error terms.
In brief, the empirical analysis is thus based on four model specifications, hereafter denoted
S1-S4: (a) no policy interaction effects and public R&D support measured through lagged
R&D expenditures (S1); (b) no interaction effects and public R&D support measured through
an R&D-based knowledge stock (S2); (c) interaction effects and lagged R&D expenditures
(S3); and (d) interaction effects and the R&D-based knowledge stock (S4).
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2.3 Econometric Issues
Negative binomial (NB) or Poisson estimators are generally used to fit models in which the
dependent variable has a count nature. A NB estimator is used for this study since the latter
estimator is derived from an equidispersed distribution (i.e., where the variance equals the
mean). Patent data are generally overdispersed, meaning that the variance exceeds the mean,
and when Poisson estimators are applied to such data the standard errors can be
underestimated (Hilbe, 2011). A NB estimator can however accommodate overdispersion and
is also used in other related work (e.g., Johnstone et al., 2010; Rübbelke and Weiss, 2011).
A number of different NB models have been developed and those most commonly used to
accommodate overdispersion are the so-called NB1 and NB2 models (Cameron and Trivedi,
1998). 8 Allison and Waterman (2002) analyze the performance of different fixed effects NB
models, and conclude that the conditional fixed effects NB1 model proposed by Hausman et
al. (1984) is not a true fixed effects estimator. Guimarães (2008) reasserts the results of
Allison and Waterman (2002) by demonstrating that this model does not control for countryspecific fixed effects unless a very specific set of suppositions are met. In addition, by
conducting a simulation experiment, Allison and Waterman (2002) find that the unconditional
NB model (i.e., a conventional NB2 model with dummy variables to address the fixed effects)
performs well even though this model is accompanied by downward bias in the standard error
estimates. Given these findings, for our purposes it is suitable to rely on the unconditional NB
model. In order to adjust for any potential bias in the standard error estimates, bootstrapped
standard errors are computed as suggested by both Hilbe (2011) and Cameron and Trivedi
(1998).
All model specifications are estimated using Stata 12 and a modified Newton-Raphson
algorithm (i.e., the default setting when employing maximum likelihood estimation). In order
to avoid perfect collinearity, the country-specific dummy variable for Germany was omitted
from the estimations. Hence, Germany is the reference country in all regressions.

3. Data Sources and Definitions
The empirical analysis in this paper builds on an unbalanced panel data set covering 13
countries over the time period 1978-2008. These include Austria, Belgium, Denmark, France,
Germany, Italy, Japan, South Korea, the Netherlands, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland and the
United Kingdom (UK). This sample represents both the most progressive countries in the
solar photovoltaic (PV) field (e.g., Germany, Italy etc.), as well as countries with less
developed solar PV sectors (e.g., Austria, Belgium, Sweden etc.). Due to delays in the
publishing of patent information, the rate of applications decrease in recent years (2009-2013)
which motivates us to limit the panel data set to an earlier year.
8

The models are based on different variance functions. The NB1 model specifies that the variance of the
dependent count variable is equal to a multiple of the mean while the NB2 variance is quadratic in the mean.
Different standard error estimates are thus generated by the models, and the most common implementation is the
NB2 model (e.g., Cameron and Trivedi, 1998).
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3.1 The Dependent Variable: Solar PV Patent Counts
In order to measure solar PV innovations (the dependent variable), we have extracted data
from the OECD Statistics Database (2013) related to patent applications filed under the socalled Patent Cooperation Treaty (PCT). In line with the recommendations of OECD (2009),
the total number of PCT applications is sorted by inventor country of residence and priority
date, and the data are rounded to the nearest integer (patents specifying multiple inventor
countries were partly attributed to each country by the use of fractional counts). In contrast to,
for instance, Johnstone et al. (2010), we employ a purer patent category and focus solely on
solar PV. In practice, this means that we consider patent categories concerning: (a) PV
systems with concentrators; (b) PV material technologies; and (c) power conversion (all of
which are contained and provided in a certain ready-for-use PV category in the OECD
Statistics Database). 9
Patent counts are probably the most suitable innovation proxy compared to other indicators
available, e.g., R&D expenditures and counts of scientific personnel. One important reason
for this is that patents are an output measure of innovative activity as opposed to, for instance,
R&D expenditures that serve as inputs to such activities (Johnstone et al., 2010). In addition,
patents have a close link to inventions, and each patent contains information about the
applicant, the inventor and the invention which enable detailed statistical analysis (OECD,
2009). However, using patent counts to approximate innovative activity is associated with a
number of problems: (a) not all inventions are patented; (b) the value distribution of patents is
highly skewed; and (c) there are differences in patent regimes and patent propensity across
countries and over time (Schankerman, 1998; Jaumotte and Pain, 2005; OECD, 2009). In line
with Schmoch (1997), we argue that patent counts are positively correlated with non-patented
inventive activity, and this mitigates the issue outlined in (a). Moreover, measuring innovation
with PCT applications mitigates the issue posed in (b) since a significant fee is attached to the
examination of a PCT application (which is higher than that of a domestic application). 10
Protection is thus sought once the prospects of commercialization are regarded as favorable
by the applicant. Using PCT data also limits the issue posed in (c) as applications are not
compiled across a number of patent offices with different rules and practices. 11 Differences in
9
Specifically, the following patent classes are contained in this category (expressed in European Classification
(ECLA) code): Y02E 10/52 (PV systems with concentrators), Y02E 10/541-546, 10/548 (PV material
technologies) and Y02E 10/56 (power conversion, electric or electronic aspects).
10
Still, the cost of filing a PCT application is lower than parallel application in multiple countries (OECD,
2009).
11
As pointed out by an anonymous referee, other patent indicators commonly employed are applications filed to
the European Patent Office (EPO) and patent family counts (e.g., triadic patent families). We have opted for PCT
applications since EPO data: (a) suffer from relatively long publication delays (since the beginning of the 2000’s
a large share of the EPO applications are filed at the EPO with PCT pre-application) (e.g., Frietsch and
Schmoch, 2010); and (b) are biased towards applications from European inventors (generally referred to as
‘home advantage bias’) (e.g., OECD, 2009). Moreover, while triadic patent families available in the OECD
Statistics Database are relatively free from home advantage bias, these data are incomplete after 2004 due to
delays in the publication of patent information. Still, to distinguish between the indicators is not straightforward
as EPO applications and PCT’s are often members of patent families protecting inventions in different countries
or regions around the world. Nor it is straightforward to distinguish between EPO applications and PCT’s as the
majority of the EPO applications originate from the PCT procedure since the beginning of the 2000’s (referred to
as Euro-PCT’s) (e.g., OECD, 2009).
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patent propensity across countries and over time can be controlled for by the inclusion of
country fixed effects as well as a variable reflecting national patenting across all technical
areas.
Figure 1 displays the PCT data for the sample countries in terms of the number of solar PV
patent applications, and their share of the total number of PCT applications (filed over all
technological areas). The figure indicates that solar PV patenting activity has increased
rapidly since the beginning of the 1990s. The same trend can be observed for the share of
solar PV patents in relation to all patent applications. However, there are also significant
differences between the sample countries. For instance, since the mid-1990s patent
applications in Japan and Germany have increased at a relatively high rate, making these
countries the most prominent in solar PV patenting activity. The remaining sample countries
did not experience a similar take-off, and most of them saw their solar PV patent applications
increase only in the beginning of the 2000s. Among these, the UK, South Korea, France and
Italy stand out with the highest number of applications while the figures for Sweden,
Denmark and Austria display virtually no positive trend at all.
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Figure 1: Solar PV Patent Applications (PCT) in the Sample Countries, 1978-2008
Source: OECD (2013).

3.2 The Independent Variables
The independent variables in our model specifications can be divided into three main
categories: (a) policy variables; (b) policy interaction variables; and (c) control variables. The
policy variables include different measures of the level of support to solar PV either through
feed-in tariff (FIT) or renewable energy certificate (REC) schemes or public R&D
expenditures. In the FIT case, we have collected data on the total remuneration granted to per
unit of electricity generated with solar PV. Specifically, the FIT variable measures the annual
tariff levels in US cents per kWh (in 2005 prices), and the data used to construct this variable
were obtained from IEA (2004, 2012a, 2012b), Cerveny and Resch (1998), Gipe (2013) and
10

various country-specific sources. 12 For most countries that have implemented this policy, the
schemes specify a fixed total tariff over a certain time period while in a few cases, the
schemes involve a premium above the (variable) market retail price for electricity. In the latter
cases, we include both the market price and the premium. In the case of REC schemes, we
follow Johnstone et al. (2010) and measure policy stringency as the percentage of total
electricity use that must be generated by renewable energy sources (including solar PV).
These data were obtained from IEA (2004, 2012a, 2012b) and various country-specific
sources. 13
Figure 2 illustrates the introduction of FIT and REC schemes, respectively, in the sample
countries. Some of the countries introduced a FIT scheme already during the 1990s, while the
REC schemes were introduced after the turn of the century. All in all, FIT schemes are more
prevalent in the solar PV field than are REC schemes. Over the years the average FIT support
in real US cents per kWh has increased from approximately US 2 cents in 1991 to about 31
cents in 2008.
12
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Figure 2: The Level of FIT Support and the Introduction of FIT and REC Schemes, 1978-2008
Sources: IEA (2004, 2012a, 2012b), Cerveny and Resch (1998),
Gipe (2013) and various country-specific sources.

Public support to solar PV R&D is another important policy variable, and, as was noted
above, we have introduced two different ways of measuring the role of this policy. Both
measures were constructed by employing annual public R&D expenditure data (million US
12
The FIT data were taken as nominal currency for the year of the publication or legislation and were deflated
(to 2005 prices) by using a consumer price index. The figures were also converted to US cents by using market
exchange rates.
13
The comparison of policy stringency across countries is far from straightforward since the specific policy
designs may differ. This concerns, for instance, what PV systems that are eligible for support and for how long
the support will be available (IEA, 2004). In most sample countries small, home-based PV systems are eligible
for higher tariffs than relatively large, industrial scale PV systems.
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dollars in 2012 prices) from IEA (2013). 14 In model specifications S1 and S3, we include a
variable measuring public R&D expenditure to solar PV with a two year time lag (e.g., Braun
et al., 2010; Klaassen et al., 2005). Thus, the specification implies that public R&D efforts
cannot instantaneously result in more patent applications.
Figure 3 shows the development of public support to solar PV R&D for all 13 sample
countries over the time period 1978-2008 (without a time lag). Following the oil crises in the
1970s several of the sample countries increased their energy R&D budgets, often with a
strong emphasis on renewable energy sources (Rübbelke and Weiss, 2011). In the mid-1980s,
though, public R&D support to solar PV decreased, but started to slightly increase again from
the late 1980s and onwards. Over the entire time period, public R&D support was highest in
Germany and Japan but relatively generous support was also provided in Italy, the
Netherlands and Switzerland. Interestingly, when considering the entire time period, public
R&D support in the respective sample countries has been relatively stable. Still, the data for
France, Germany, Italy, Korea, and the UK display an increasing trend during the 2000s.
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Figure 3: Public R&D Expenditures on Solar PV in the Sample Countries, 1978-2008
Source: IEA (2013).

Model specifications S2 and S4 take into account the notion that previous R&D expenditures
add to an R&D-based knowledge stock (e.g., Klaassen et al., 2005; Ek and Söderholm, 2010).
We have:
ܴܭܥܱܶܵܦ,௧ = (1 െ ߜ)ܴܭܥܱܶܵܦ,௧ିଵ + ܴܲܺܧܦ,௧ି௫
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[5]

The IEA database covers public expenditures on demonstration activities in addition to R&D. However, the
contents of the database are heavily biased towards the latter thus making it suitable to consider the data as
mainly related to R&D (e.g., Wiesenthal et al., 2009).
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where i indexes the sample countries, t indexes time. In this equation RDSTOCK is the R&Dbased knowledge stock for solar PV in country i and time period t, RDEXP are the annual
public R&D expenditures, x is the number of years it takes before R&D expenditures add to
the knowledge stock, and G is the annual depreciation rate of the knowledge stock (ߜ א
[0,1]). In other words, this formulation takes into account that: (a) public R&D support to
solar PV does not have an instantaneous effect on the generation of new knowledge, but will
only lead to tangible results after some years have lapsed; and (b) knowledge depreciates in
that the effects of previous public R&D expenses gradually become outdated (Griliches,
1995).
To construct the knowledge stock variable, we assume a time lag of two years ( = ݔ2), and a
depreciation rate of 10 percent (ߜ = 0.10). This suggests a fairly high rate of depreciation of
knowledge (e.g., Griliches, 1995; Nordhaus, 2002), but this is reflected in the relatively rapid
development of renewable energy technology since the oil crises in the 1970s (McVeigh et
al., 2000). Given the uncertainties inherent in these parameter assumptions, though, we
conduct a sensitivity analysis investigating the consequences of using alternative depreciation
rates and time lags, respectively.
The IEA provides public R&D data for solar PV starting in the year 1974. In this year, the
respective domestic R&D expenses were close to zero. These low figures represent our initial
conditions when constructing the R&D-based knowledge stock. For instance, the knowledge
stock reported in 1990 for a specific country is a function of the annual public R&D
expenditures on solar PV during the time period 1974-1988, and with the above depreciation
rate attached to the stock. Our two policy interaction variables investigating the relationship
between public R&D and the FIT and REC schemes, respectively, draw from the same IEA
(2013) data.
Finally, all four model specifications (S1-S4) include two control variables. First, we
introduce a dummy variable taking the value of one (1) with the enforcement of the so-called
TRIPS agreement in 1995. In this way we control for the agreement’s potential effect on the
propensity to patent (see section 2.2). 15 Second, we also include a variable measuring total
patent applications filed under the PCT regardless of technological area, using data sorted by
inventor country and priority date reported in OECD (2013). As was noted above, this
provides a proxy for the overall propensity to patent, which may differ across countries as
well as over time.
Table 1 summarizes the variables employed in the empirical investigation, and provides some
descriptive statistics for each of these. In a few cases (e.g., for the R&D expenditure data), a
few observations were missing and this was dealt with by replacing the missing observations
with adjacent values or with a mean based on these (depending on what was deemed most
15
The number of patent applications rose significantly on a global level between the mid-1990s and the mid2000s, in part as a result of the signature of the TRIPS agreement in 1994 (OECD, 2009). In addition, according
to OECD (2009), the use of the PCT patenting route expanded during the 1990s which also motivates the
inclusion of this variable to test and control for a potential structural break.
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suitable). When a range of observations was missing, the approach was not applied. The S2
model specification is estimated using a total of 352 observations, while the remaining models
build on the use of 350 observations (due to a couple of missing observations for the RDEXP
variable). The descriptive statistics in the table are based on the 350 observations used to
estimate S1, S3 and S4.
Table 1: Variable Definitions and Descriptive Statistics
Variables
Description and units
Dependent variable
Total number of solar PV patent applications (counts)
PCT
Independent variables
Feed-in price granted to solar PV electricity
FIT
producers (US cents per kWh in 2005 prices)
Annual targets for electricity produced from
REC
renewable energy sources (% out of total electricity
use)
Public R&D expenditures to solar PV with a two-year
RDEXP
lag (million USD in 2012 prices)
Public R&D-based knowledge stock for solar PV
RDSTOCK (million USD in 2012 prices, see section 3.2 for
detailed definition)
RDEXP multiplied with a dummy variable taking the
EXPFIT
value one (1) if a FIT scheme is in place, 0 otherwise
RDEXP multiplied with a dummy variable taking the
value one (1) if a REC scheme is in place, 0
EXPREC
otherwise
Dummy variable taking the value of one (1) for the
TRIPS
years succeeding 1994, 0 otherwise
Total PCT patent filings (count in thousands)
TOT

Mean

S.D.

Min

Max

9.303

31.231

0

345

8.557

17.838

0

78.416

0.325

1.737

0

16.3

18.802

32.682

0

225.739

121.307

207.918

0

1237.652

5.248

14.102

0

90.17

3.238

22.243

0

225.739

0.454

0.499

0

1

2.355

4.344

0

27.236

4. Empirical Results and Discussion
4.1 Estimation Results from the Negative Binomial Model Specifications
Table 2 presents the regression results of the four model specifications using the negative
binomial model (NB2) with bootstrapped standard errors stratified by country and countryspecific fixed effects. 16 In terms of overall model performance it can be noted that the
Newton-Raphson algorithm converged to a maximum after relatively few iterations for all
model specifications (6-7 iterations were required for fitting each specification). In addition, a
concave (marginally declining) convergence path could be observed. This suggests that all
four log-likelihood functions are well-behaved (Gould et al., 2006). Moreover, all model
specifications are statistically significant according to the p-values associated with the Wald
x2-statistics, thus rejecting the null hypothesis that all of the estimated coefficients are equal to
zero. Finally, overdispersion tests suggest that a NB distribution and estimator are better
suited than a Poisson for the solar patent data (e.g., Cameron and Trivedi, 1998). Likelihood-

16

The accuracy of the bootstrap estimate (i.e., the bootstrap distribution) in part depends on the number of
bootstrap replications. For this reason, we ran all four models (S1-S4) using both 200 and 5.000 replications as a
robustness check. The results indicated only small differences with respect to the bootstrapped standard errors,
and in Table 2 the results are based on the use of 5.000 replications.
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ratio tests and Wald tests were conducted and both reject the null hypothesis of equidispersion
for all specifications (i.e., that the overdispersion parameter is equal to zero).
Overall, the empirical results in Table 2 indicate that public policy has been a major driver of
solar photovoltaic (PV) patents among the sample countries. Specifically, increases in the
feed-in tariff (FIT) and renewable energy certificate (REC) support levels, respectively, as
well as increases in public R&D support have implied more fertile ground for innovation in
solar PV. The results also show that some policy interaction is present in that a given increase
in public R&D support will (ceteris paribus) have a stronger impact on patenting activity
when the policy is accompanied by a FIT scheme for solar PV. The overall propensity to
innovate (measured by total patents) as well as the TRIPS agreement are also important
determinants of solar PV patenting behavior. 17 Finally, some of the coefficients associated
with the country dummy variables were found to be statistically significant (see Table A1 in
the Appendix), suggesting that country-specific heterogeneity (assumed to be fixed over time)
also explains the variation in solar PV patent applications.
Table 2: Estimation Results from the Negative Binomial Models with Fixed Effects
S1
Control variables
TOT
TRIPS
Public policies
FIT
REC
RDEXP
RDSTOCK
Policy interaction
EXPFIT
EXPREC
Log-likelihood
(NB)
Log-likelihood
(Poisson)
ߙ
(overdispersion
parameter)
x2
p > x2
N

0.069***
1.895***

S2
(0.001)
(0.000)

0.050*
1.769***

S3
(0.086)
(0.000)

0.024*** (0.000)
0.135*** (0.000)
0.015*** (0.002)
-----

0.023*** (0.000)
0.146*** (0.000)
----0.003*** (0.008)

---------

---------

0.109***
1.809***

S4
(0.000)
(0.000)

0.089***
1.774***

(0.004)
(0.000)

0.016*** (0.000)
0.138*** (0.000)
0.012*** (0.001)
-----

0.016*** (0.000)
0.143*** (0.000)
----0.002*
(0.067)

0.017**
-0.005

0.019**
-0.001

(0.038)
(0.325)

-630.994

-633.122

-624.203

-626.228

-892.609

-896.592

-823.097

-829.739

0.449

0.473

0.395

0.418

s.e. 0.102

s.e. 0.010

s.e. 0.109

s.e. 0.109

1088.92
0.000
350

1188.43
0.000
352

1097.01
0.000
350

1074.98
0.000
350

(0.030)
(0.745)

Note: p-values in parentheses (based on bootstrapped standard errors stratified by country); * p < 0.10; ** p <
0.05; *** p < 0.01. Stata automatically provides the log-likelihood of fitting a Poisson model. This statistic is
necessary when conducting a likelihood-ratio overdispersion test.
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Johnstone et al. (2010) also include the price of electricity as an explanatory variable, and they report a
statistically significant and positive correlation between this price and the patent counts for solar energy. In our
model specifications, though, the FIT variable includes the total remuneration to solar PV production (i.e., the
retail market price of electricity plus any premium), thus making the inclusion of the electricity variable
redundant. Indeed in most cases the FIT scheme involves a minimum guaranteed fixed price. As a robustness
check we included the electricity price in all our models (using the same IEA source as Johnstone et al., 2010),
but the associated coefficients were highly statistically insignificant, and the inclusion of this variable also had
negligible effects on the remaining parameter estimates.
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However, while the coefficients reported in Table 2 provide useful information about the
signs of the relevant impacts, they do not lend themselves to any meaningful interpretation of
the economic significance (i.e., size) of these impacts. Specifically, the estimated coefficients
can formally be understood as the difference between the natural logarithms of expected
counts (e.g., Hilbe, 2011). 18 In order to avoid this interpretation in log-counts and to assess
the differential innovation effects of the independent variables, we compute elasticities by
taking ߚመ ݔҧ which is a measure of the elasticity of  ]࢞|ݕ[ܧwith respect to ݔ (i.e., the jth
regressor) (Cameron and Trivedi, 1998). The resulting elasticities are presented in Table 3,
and they can be interpreted as the percentage change in solar PV patenting activity following
a one percentage change in the relevant independent variable. All but two of these elasticities
are statistically significant (at the 10-percent significance level or lower). In the S3 and S4
model specifications, the elasticities for the interaction variable that address the relationship
between public solar PV R&D expenditures and REC schemes are statistically insignificant.
Table 3: Estimated Elasticities of Solar PV Patent Counts with Respect to Public Policy Support
S1
Control variables
TOT
TRIPS
Public Policies
FIT
REC
RDEXP
RDSTOCK
Policy interaction
EXPFIT
EXPREC

S2

S3
***
***

S4

0.16 ***
0.86 ***

0.12 *
0.80 ***

0.26
0.82

0.21 ***
0.04 ***
0.28 ***
-----

0.20 ***
0.05 ***
----0.36 ***

0.14 ***
0.04 ***
0.23 ***
-----

0.14 ***
0.05 ***
----0.24 *

---------

---------

0.09
-0.02

0.10
0.00

**

0.21
0.81

***
***

**

Note: p-values based on bootstrapped standard errors stratified by country; * p < 0.10; ** p < 0.05; *** p <
0.01.

The estimated elasticities in Table 3 confirm the positive relationship between different public
policies, the overall propensity to patent and the TRIPS agreement on the one hand, and solar
PV patent applications on the other. However, the economic significance of the different
independent variables differs in important respects. For instance, it is worth noting that while
an increase in the overall propensity to patent (TOT) appears to have a positive effect on
patent applications in solar PV, this impact is not particularly strong. A one percent increase
in TOT only induces a 0.12-0.26 percent increase in solar PV patents (depending on the model
specification). One plausible reason for this relatively small effect may be that solar PV is still
an immature industry, which is strongly dependent on public support.
Table 3 shows that all in all public policy, both in terms of production support schemes and in
terms of public R&D expenditures, has profound impacts on solar PV patenting activity.
Initially we focus on the results from the S1 and S2 model specifications (with no policy
18

Mathematically this can be expressed as ߚ = log൫ߤ௫బశభ ൯ െ log൫ߤ௫బ ൯, where ߚ corresponds to the estimated
coefficient and ߤ is the expected count. The subscripts denote the observation at which an independent variable
(x) is evaluated.
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interaction effects). The elasticities suggest that the levels of support provided through both
the FIT and REC schemes have a positive impact on patent applications. The estimated
elasticities are however relatively low (ranging from 0.04 to 0.21). Comparing the impacts of
the respective policy scheme is complicated, despite using elasticities, as they are expressed in
different metrics. To introduce a common measure of policy stringency, we compute the
effect of percentage increases in REC targets in terms of prices by employing the elasticity of
supply of renewable electricity generation. The supply elasticity has been estimated to 2.67
(Johnson, 2014), and suggests that a one percent increase in prices corresponds to a 2.67
percent increase in REC targets (i.e., quantity supplied). Hence, we simply multiply the REC
elasticities in Table 3 with 2.67 to obtain the percentage change in patenting following a one
percent increase in prices (which is what the FIT elasticities reflect). 19 The resulting REC
elasticities are smaller than the FIT elasticities, suggesting that the FIT schemes have been
more innovation-promoting than the REC schemes. Finally, the role of public R&D support
for solar PV innovation is also found to be important. The S1 and S2 model specifications
differ in the way the R&D impacts are operationalized, but both indicate positive (lagged)
impacts of public R&D support on solar PV patent counts. 20 Overall, the role of public R&D
is found to be more economically significant for solar PV innovation than that of different
production support schemes (not the least the REC scheme).
In model specifications S3 and S4, we test the notion that there could exist important
interaction effects between the two different policy categories (public R&D expenditures and
production support schemes). The results suggest that we can reject the hypothesis of no
interaction effects between public R&D and FIT schemes. Specifically, a marginal increase in
any of the two public R&D variables implies (ceteris paribus) a greater spur to patenting
activity if a FIT scheme for solar PV is present, compared to a situation where no such
scheme is in place. The results from the S3 model specification suggest that a ten percent
increase in (lagged) public R&D expenditures will induce a 2.3 percent increase in solar PV
patenting activity in the absence of a FIT scheme, but 3.2 percent (2.3 + 0.9) if such a scheme
is in use. No corresponding interaction effect between public R&D and REC schemes can be
found as the associated elasticities are not statistically significant (see Table 3). This result
reinforces the conclusion that the FIT schemes tend to be more innovation-promoting than the
REC schemes.

19

S1: 2.67 × 0.04 = 0.1068, and S2: 2.67 × 0.05 = 0.1335. In Johnson (2014), a confidence interval (95 % CI
of 1.74, 3.6) is reported along with the point estimate of the elasticity of supply (2.67). As a robustness check,
we can multiply the REC elasticities with the upper limit in the confidence interval (3.6), but we would still
arrive at the same result: FIT schemes are more innovation-promoting than REC schemes.
20
The construction of the R&D-based knowledge stock is based on a two year time lag and a depreciation rate of
10 percent. Since these are uncertain parameters it is useful to test how sensitive these results are to the inclusion
of varying assumptions. Such a sensitivity analysis is provided in Table A2 in the Appendix, and it shows that
the results are overall robust with respect to different time lags (three-year) and discount rates (5 and 15 percent,
respectively). The coefficients associated with the knowledge stock are positive and statistically significant in all
alternative models except one, and there are only minor changes in the remaining coefficient estimates.
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4.2 Discussion
In this section we discuss some of the empirical results, and compare them to the findings of
other studies. Overall the results are in line with other work, e.g., the result that renewable
energy patents are influenced by the general propensity to patent (e.g., Johnstone et al., 2010;
Lundmark and Bäckström, 2015), but we also report some new results and insights.
Our results indicate a positive correlation between the FIT levels and solar patenting activity,
and this is consistent with the findings of Johnstone et al. (2010). Nevertheless, while we
report a statistically significant but markedly lower impact of REC schemes, Johnstone et al.
(2010) cannot reject the null hypothesis that this impact is non-existent. They argue that REC
schemes are not likely to stimulate innovations in renewable energy technologies that are
relatively immature. One plausible explanation for this difference in results is that in the
present work we focus explicitly on solar PV technology, while Johnstone et al. (2010) adopt
a broader definition of solar energy technology that embraces also solar thermal innovations
(i.e., innovations in residential systems applied for heating and cooling). Since the REC
schemes specifically target technologies used for electricity generation purposes (including
solar PV) other types of solar energy technology will not be directly affected by this policy. 21
The heterogeneous impacts of the different support schemes deserve a more in-depth
discussion. Both the FIT and the REC schemes can a priori be assumed to have positive
innovation impacts, but in practice the two schemes rely on different conceptions of what
nurtures technology learning and innovation. In simple terms this boils down to the question
of whether innovation is best nurtured by deliberatively making innovation vulnerable to
competition from other technologies (e.g., Hommels et al., 2007), or whether it instead
requires the targeted support of protected technological ‘niches’ (e.g., Smith and Raven,
2012). 22 The REC schemes encourage direct competition among different energy technologies
because of the pressures of the bidding process and the embracement of a large number of
renewable energy sources, thus building on the notion that ‘selection pressure’ is important
for inducing innovation. The FIT schemes instead provide fixed production support for
selected technologies such as solar PV, and thus a ‘nursing market’ in which the technology
can develop without much direct competition from other energy sources.
Our empirical results suggest that the protecting strategy has been more successful in inducing
solar PV patents than the strategy emphasizing the importance of ‘selection pressure’. The
stronger FIT impact may result from the fact that even though these schemes do not promote
strong competition across technologies, technical progress increases the producers’ surplus
and in this way encourages them to innovate. Within a REC scheme, however, the surplus that
is attributed to producers may be significantly more limited since the marginal price could
decrease as a result of technical advances (e.g., Menanteau et al., 2003). Moreover, in REC
schemes, producers will choose to devote most attention to the currently most cost-effective
renewable energy technology options accepted under the policy (e.g., Jaffe et al., 2002;
21
Braun et al. (2011) also point to the problem of mixing different types of solar technologies when investigating
innovation patterns and policy impacts.
22
In the economics literature it is often stressed that a proper balance between competition and monopoly (e.g.,
oligopoly markets) provides the most fertile ground for innovation (e.g., Baumol, 2002).
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Johnstone et al., 2010; Popp, 2003). Given that solar PV has been relatively expensive
compared to other technology options over the time period studied (IEA, 2004), it has not
been a strong competitor to, for instance, wind power. This implies that REC schemes have
only stimulated limited production of solar PV electricity, and therefore also relatively limited
learning-by-doing and innovation activities.
Turning to the role of public R&D in the solar PV field, our results are in line with those
reported by, for instance, Braun et al. (2010) and Johnstone et al. (2010), although these
studies do not consider nor test different ways of measuring the role of R&D support (i.e.,
direct expenses versus a build-up of knowledge over time). The results in Table 3 suggest that
public R&D has been more influential in inducing solar PV patenting activity than policies
supporting the diffusion of solar PV (i.e., FIT and REC schemes). These results are also
consistent with some previous two-factor learning curve studies showing higher R&Dinduced cost reductions for renewable energy technology such as wind power and solar PV,
and often a less prominent role for learning-by-doing following the diffusion of the
technology (e.g., Nemet, 2006; Söderholm and Klaassen, 2007; Pizer and Popp, 2008).
Still, the role of R&D in the solar PV innovation process needs further scrutiny and not the
least the relationship between public and private R&D. It can be difficult to model these
impacts in a consistent manner, this since public R&D support may be used to promote
private firms to conduct applied research and run pilot and demonstration projects. Moreover,
in practice the roles played by private and public R&D, respectively, likely differ as different
technologies develop. In most cases private R&D efforts become more pronounced as a
technology matures, while public R&D policy normally should encourage more risk-taking
and exploratory R&D activities that are characterized by greater uncertainty in the distribution
of project payoffs (e.g., Ek and Söderholm, 2010).
Nevertheless, public R&D programs should not necessarily cease entirely as the technology
matures. Innovation requires both R&D and learning-by-doing and for this reason R&D
programs should typically not be designed in isolation from practical application (e.g., Arrow
et al., 2009). In addition, the gradual diffusion of a certain technology can reveal areas where
additional R&D would be most productive. Our results support the notion that public R&D
support to solar PV is more effective in the presence of FIT schemes, and this provides
quantitative support for the argument made by del Río and Bleda (2012) that complementing
FITs with public R&D support will promote innovation. Moreover, our results manifest
themselves in one of the practical lessons of the failed so-called ‘Million Solar Roofs’ (19972005) program in the USA. This program was criticized for lacking the necessary alignment
with R&D efforts, and for not permitting R&D to influence the program plans and methods
(Strahs and Tombari, 2006). A follow-up demonstration program, the so-called Solar America
Initiative, has therefore been designed to evade this mistake by mixing technology and market
development, with the latter being accompanied with substantial R&D and venture capital
(Hendry et al., 2010).
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In the light of our result on policy interaction, it is worth noting that following the oil crises in
the 1970’s most developed countries introduced substantial public R&D support for various
renewable energy technologies (including solar PV). Still, during the 1980’s this support was
typically not accompanied by explicit production support schemes. Our empirical results
suggest that this implied lower solar PV innovation activity during this decade (relative to the
level of innovation that could have been achieved had the policies been in force
simultaneously).
As was noted above, the interaction between public R&D and diffusion-promoting policies
was not found with respect to the presence of REC schemes. A plausible explanation for this
result is that in the REC case, more mature technologies tend to become prioritized, and this
policy provides only limited opportunities for continuous technology learning in solar PV in
turn augmenting the impact of R&D. The limited innovation impacts of REC schemes have
been argued by Bergek and Jacobsson (2010) in their assessment of the Swedish REC policy.

5. Conclusions and Avenues for Future Research
This paper investigates the effect on solar photovoltaic (PV) innovation of renewable energy
policies and their interaction. Our results appear robust to alternative model specifications,
and indicate that: (a) both feed-in tariff (FIT) schemes and renewable energy certificate (REC)
schemes induce solar PV patenting activity even though the impact of the former policy is
found to be more profound; (b) public R&D support has been more influential than FIT and
REC schemes in encouraging solar PV innovation; and (c) policy interaction exists in that the
innovation effect of public R&D support is greater at the margin if it is accompanied by the
use of FIT schemes for solar PV.
Overall these results confirm the notion that innovation in the renewable energy field is
endogenously determined, and induced by more or less targeted policy instruments. The
important role of FIT schemes implies in turn that technical innovation (at least in the case of
less mature energy technologies) could, in part, be nurtured through some amount of policy
protection. The interaction between public R&D and diffusion-promoting policies does not
emerge in the case of public R&D and REC schemes. This is likely due to the relatively
strong technology selection pressure under REC schemes, mainly favoring currently costeffective renewable energy technologies.
Still, it should be clear that a number of issues deserve increased attention in future research.
First, the presence of international knowledge spillovers may play an important role in
fostering domestic innovation, and this requires different sets of model specifications (e.g.,
Verdolini and Galeotti, 2011). Second, while this paper identifies an important impact of
public R&D efforts on solar PV innovation, this effect may be less pronounced in the case of
more mature technologies such as wind power as well as over time as less-developed
technologies mature. Greater understanding of such differential impacts across various
technologies is important information for policy making.
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Third, the interaction between private and public R&D during the innovation process also
deserves more in-depth empirical research. This also addresses the more general notion that
the role of public policy changes (and should change) as the technology develops from basic
R&D, through the pilot and demonstration phase, to adoption in the market. Our empirical
results confirm the importance of acknowledging the interaction and the iterations between
R&D and diffusion policy (e.g., FIT schemes), but this also calls for more detailed studies
employing more disaggregated data on the design of innovation policy (e.g., the allocation of
public funds between basic R&D and pilot plants). Furthermore, Liang and Fiorino (2013)
argue that for renewable energy innovation, the level of R&D support loses explanatory
power to policy stability in the long run, thus suggesting that the ways in which policies are
implemented (e.g., perceived stability over time) may matter just as much as the level of
support provided. Fourth, and finally, it should of course be emphasized that the type of
empirical research presented in this paper must also be complemented with more normative
research on the economic efficiency of different innovation policies as well as policy mixes in
the renewable energy sector (e.g., Aalbers et al., 2013).
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Appendix
Table A1: Estimated Coefficients for the Country-specific Dummy Variables
Country dummies
DAUSTRIA
DBELGIUM
DDENMARK
DFRANCE
DITALY
DJAPAN
DKOREA
DNETHERLANDS
DSPAIN
DSWEDEN
DSWITZERLAND
DUK

S1
-1.267***
-1.274*
-1.547**
0.087
-1.257***
-0.066
0.181
0.000
-0.934**
-1.440***
0.364
0.359

(0.000)
(0.054)
(0.013)
(0.731)
(0.002)
(0.871)
(0.697)
(1.000)
(0.034)
(0.003)
(0.291)
(0.254)

S2
-0.928**
-1.019*
-1.210*
0.538
-1.209***
0.081
0.798
0.280
-0.656
-1.134**
0.594
0.737*

(0.020)
(0.090)
(0.083)
(0.119)
(0.002)
(0.846)
(0.150)
(0.438)
(0.149)
(0.043)
(0.108)
(0.075)

S3
-0.198
-0.440
-0.750
0.710**
-0.486
0.808*
1.033**
0.739*
0.060
-0.737
1.027***
1.000**

S4
-0.153
-0.419
-0.705
0.869**
-0.565
1.027**
1.296**
0.810*
0.076
-0.691
1.041**
1.109**

(0.689)
(0.476)
(0.233)
(0.037)
(0.295)
(0.054)
(0.038)
(0.080)
(0.909)
(0.180)
(0.008)
(0.014)

(0.781)
(0.465)
(0.292)
(0.038)
(0.265)
(0.035)
(0.020)
(0.089)
(0.893)
(0.247)
(0.020)
(0.020)

Note: p-values in parentheses (based on bootstrapped standard errors stratified by country); * p < 0.10; ** p < 0.05;
*** p < 0.01.

Table A2: Sensitivity Analysis with Respect to Alternative Time Lags and Depreciation Rates
S2
2 year

Discount rates

15 %

5%

15 %

3 year
10 %

0.057 **
(0.029)
1.788 ***
(0.000)

0.058 **
(0.038)
1.765 ***
(0.000)

0.080 **
(0.023)
1.791 ***
(0.000)

0.096 ***
(0.001)
1.764 ***
(0.000)

0.092 ***
(0.003)
1.779 ***
(0.000)

0.024 ***
(0.000)
0.143 ***
(0.000)
0.004 ***
(0.005)

0.023 ***
(0.000)
0.150 ***
(0.000)
0.003 **
(0.015)

0.015 ***
(0.001)
0.144 ***
(0.000)
0.001
*
(0.079)

0.016 ***
(0.000)
0.142 ***
(0.000)
0.002
**
(0.043)

0.015 ***
(0.001)
0.142 ***
(0.000)
0.001
(0.111)

-----

-----

-----

-----

-----

0.020 **
(0.023)
-0.000
(0.938)

0.018
(0.037)
-0.002
(0.598)

0.020
(0.024)
-0.000
(0.952)

-634.217

-632.433

-638.716

-626.632

-625.749

-622.430

-887.249

-897.738

-898.132

-814.614

-831.744

-832.418

5%

Control variables
TOT
0.038
(0.244)
TRIPS
1.762 ***
(0.000)
Policy variables
FIT
0.022 ***
(0.000)
REC
0.149 ***
(0.000)
RDSTOCK
0.002 ***
(0.007)
Policy interaction
EXPFIT
----EXPREC
Log-likelihood
(NB)
Log-likelihood
(Poisson)
ߙ
(overdispersion
parameter)
x2
p > x2
N

S4
3 year
10 %

Lag

2 year

**

0.480

0.468

0.479

0.420

0.414

0.419

s.e. 0.105

s.e. 0.099

s.e. 0.107

s.e. 0.114

s.e. 0.110

s.e. 0.111

1407.99
0.00
352

1180.88
0.00
352

1409.73
0.00
350

1039.24
0.00
350

983.38
0.00
350

1016.73
0.00
346

**

Note: p-values in parentheses (based on bootstrapped standard errors stratified by country, 5.000
replications), where * p < 0.10; ** p < 0.05; *** p < 0.01.
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Pilot and demonstration plants (PDPs) play important roles in technological development. They
represent bridges between basic knowledge generation and technological breakthroughs on the
one hand, and industrial application and commercial adoption on the other. The objectives of this
article are to synthesise and categorise existing research on PDPs, as well as to suggest an agenda
for future research. We review the PDP phenomena in three literature streams: engineering and
natural science research, technology and innovation management, and innovation systems.
The analysis highlights clear differences in e.g. conceptions of system boundaries and what
the literature streams seeks to accomplish, but also similarities such as the key ideas of using
PDPs for technology scale-up and uncertainty reduction.
Keywords:

1.

pilot plant; demonstration plant; R&D management; innovation policy

Introduction

Pilot and demonstration plants (PDPs) occupy a central role in the discovery and development
of new technologies, and in solving key societal problems. For instance, in 1946, Merck commissioned the first full-scale plant for streptomycin manufacturing. That plant was put on stream
because of pilot plant tests in the early 1940s, singling out streptomycin as the treatment of
tuberculosis (Kingston 2000). PDPs also played a critical role when Corning demonstrated the
commercial potential of fibre optics in the 1970s (Cattani 2006), and were a critical part of
Pfizer’s involvement in the development of penicillin. Specifically, the solution to mass production of penicillin came not from lab researchers and basic R&D but from ‘… chemical engineers
who designed and operated pilot plants…that solved apparently intractable problems of heat and
mass transfer’ (Rosenberg and Steinmueller 2013, 21).
These examples underscore the importance of PDPs to society, which are used in the chemical
industry, drug industry, in steel making, and in solar and wind, among other sectors. However,
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the private sector can seldom incur long-run costs for PDPs alone and is often incapable of
appropriating the full benefits generated by PDP activities. Indeed, especially in the case of largescale technological regime shifts, for example, from a fossil-fuel-based economy to an economy
based on renewable energy resources, governmental support and protected niche markets for
stimulating private investments may be needed (Smith and Raven 2012).
For instance, in the development of solar energy technology, PDPs with public funding have permitted a progress towards dominant designs and alignment to the prevailing institutional structure
(Hendry, Harborne, and Brown 2010). However, prior experience also shows that most technologies developed in laboratories fail to make it to the market, that developing new knowledge fields
may take several decades, and that many firms that engage in such development suffocate in the
so-called ‘valley of death’ (Moore 1998). Hence, increased knowledge about the management,
outcomes, roles, and functions of PDPs in technological change is needed.
The literature points towards a number of factors that may influence the success of PDP activities
(e.g. user involvement, alignment with existing institutions etc.). However, this may often be
difficult to achieve in practice because actors may have divergent views on key activities (e.g.
to spread knowledge versus securing immaterial rights). Government funding of PDPs may also
lack coherent and well-defined objectives (Harborne and Hendry 2009).
It is also unclear what constitutes effective management and organisation of PDPs at the
level of the individual firm. There is research on this topic in the technology- and innovation management domain, although here PDPs are typically discussed as side issues when
analysing broader phenomena, such as technological development or organisational learning
(Yli-Kauhaluoma 2013).
Finally, firm-level challenges and policy issues are linked. For example, PDP activities may
generate significant knowledge spillovers that benefit recipient firms at the expense of originators,
so that they can reap benefits and engage in vicarious learning for a fraction of the total costs.
These positive externalities are beneficial for society at large, but may delimit the incentives for
commercial actors to contribute to development (Mowery, Nelson, and Martin 2010).
In this article, we take stock of PDPs as a phenomenon. According to von Krogh,
Rossi-Lamastra, and Haefliger (2012, 278), the aim of phenomenon-based research is to ‘…capture, describe and document, as well as to conceptualize, a phenomenon so that appropriate
theorizing and development of research designs can proceed’. The objectives of the article are to
synthesise and categorise prior research, and to suggest an agenda for future research. Our ambition is not to provide an exhaustive assessment of all existing work or a full-fledged meta-analysis.
Instead, we highlight key dimensions of existing work and discuss how the research field can be
developed and further improved.
For analytical purposes, we organise the literature on PDPs into different research streams, and
describe their properties. Second, we synthesise prior research into a conceptual framework for
a better understanding of PDPs. In doing so, our approach is developmental and future-oriented.
The conclusions are relevant for both managers and engineers involved in PDP activities, for
policy-makers involved in designing public support of PDP projects, as well as for the research
community.
2.

Methodological approach

The literature on PDPs is broad, fragmented, and found in multiple research domains. It ranges
from the reporting of chemical experiments in PDPs in engineering and natural science journals
to retrospective case studies of emergent technological regimes in policy research. To provide
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a template for our literature synthesis, we organise the discussion around three PDP research
streams: research in engineering and natural sciences, technology and innovation management,
and innovation systems. This type of up-front categorisation of prior contributions into research
streams for analytical purposes has been employed by well-cited review articles in innovation
studies (Brown and Eisenhardt 1995).
When searching for literature on PDPs in the engineering and natural science research stream,
we employed a two-stage approach. First, because the numbers of potentially relevant publications were so overwhelming, we made use of combinations of keywords to narrow the searches.
Specifically, we carried out searches on two key fields, chemistry and renewable energy, and
paired with terms such as ‘pilot plant’ or ‘demonstration plant’ in key bibliographic databases.
The number of articles retrieved was still very high; so a sample of the most cited papers was
reviewed per search. In a second stage, the bibliographic databases were searched again but now
for recent literature published on these two fields in 2011–2013, which involved PDPs.
The literature on PDPs belonging to the two remaining research streams was less massive, so
here the search strategy was more straightforward. We conducted searches in key bibliographic
databases using keywords such as ‘pilot plant’, ‘demonstration plant’, ‘pilot runs’, and ‘demonstration experiments’. By conducting searches in databases and reviewing the relevant publications
found, we successively developed a better understanding of the literature and the key articles.
Some references were located through a snowball technique and in this way we compensated for
the ‘…rigidity of “mechanistic” searches’ (Leseure et al. 2004, 172). We mitigated reviewer bias
by avoiding searches in specific journals (Thorpe et al. 2005).
In total, more than 200 publications involving PDPs were reviewed and about 60 were formally
included. The bulk of these are peer-reviewed journal articles although some are books, reports,
dissertations, or working papers. The literature was chosen on the basis of whether the contents and
insights were interesting and had the potential to advance knowledge about PDPs. This approach
is consistent with prior published work (Leseure et al. 2004; Thorpe et al. 2005).
A high-quality literature review should make it easier for the reader to grasp the research by
synthesising prior literature. In line with this we first organise the reviewed literature with respect
to certain criteria and in research streams, and then describe the properties of these streams. We
also highlight important (existing and missing) links among these research streams by synthesising
the literature into a conceptual framework for a better understanding of PDPs.
A final methodological remark is that some researchers make a conceptual distinction between
PDPs (Baer, Johnson, and Merrow 1976; Lager 2000; Macey and Brown 1990). Pilot plant tests,
some argue, follow lab experiments in the process of scaling up a technology whereas a demonstration plant is conceptualised as a larger experiment environment situated closer to full-scale
production (Lager 2000). However, other scholars distinguish between experimental and exemplary demonstrations and argue that the former is focused on testing the workability of inventions
in a real-world setting whereas the latter focuses on diffusion (Myers 1978, cited in Magill and
Rogers 1981). Furthermore, the International Energy Agency (2014) emphasises that the distinction between a pilot plant and a demonstration facility can also be attributed to the extent to which
the product is marketed, the plant is operating continuously, and the facility is embedded into an
existing material logistic chain.
The conceptions of PDPs are thus heterogeneous. Hence, for the purpose of this exploratory
article it is less meaningful to categorise the existing literature based on pre-set distinctions.
Instead, we acknowledge and highlight that PDPs may take on different roles during the process
of technological development, and define a PDP broadly as a tool used to progress knowledge so
that an effective organisation, design, and management of commercial facilities can be achieved
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at a lower risk for the stakeholders involved. PDPs can be used for bringing new technological
and organisational inventions to the market, as well as for fine-tuning existing processes.
3. Three PDP literature streams
Table 1 summarises the main findings from our review of the existing research on PDPs, categorised into three literature streams. The remainder of this section is devoted to discuss the most
important ideas, concepts, methods, type of results, implications, and performance effects of each
of these streams.
Table 1. A categorisation of existing research on PDPs.

System boundaries
Key idea(s)

Key theoretical
concepts

Methods

Engineering and natural
science research

Technology and
innovation management

Narrow (‘inside pilot
plants’).

Intermediate (e.g. firm level,
inter-firm collaborations).

Innovation systems

Wide (e.g. embracing
policy, institutions,
other industries, etc.).
The role of PDPs in the
PDPs are tools for product
PDPs are (often
innovation process
and/or process design
implicitly) viewed
goes beyond reducing
and scale-up; they are
as key tools for uptechnical uncertainty,
considered a substitute for
scaling and verification
but also involves
the design office employed
of technologies or
developing the socioby manufacturers of
processes.
technical system (e.g.
assembled products.
clarifying institutional
barriers, customer
awareness, etc.).
Socio-technical system
Uncertainty reduction and
Chemical and physical
frameworks such
learning. Strong focus on
laws are often not
as SNM and TISs.
the challenges of individual
explicitly discussed;
Both research strands
firms or actors, and the
prior experience,
emphasise various
broader actor-network
expectations,
modes of learning in
or society is typically
or conceptions
different phases of the
de-emphasised. For
could often guide
innovation process.
example, the institutional
experiments and tests
Key concepts include
and organisational
conducted in PDPs.
learning, uncertainty
uncertainties arising when
reduction, innovation
new technologies are
systems, and strategic
launched are not in focus.
niches.
Case-based assessments of
Mainly case studies, often
Trial-and-error-based
the role of (primarily)
in the context of privately
approach; laboratories,
publicly funded PDPs
owned PDPs.
simulations, and pilot
in the historical
plants are common
development of specific
tools employed to
technological regimes.
carry out experiments
Mainly qualitative
and tests.
research with a strong
reliance on document
studies and interviews.
(Continued)
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Table 1. Continued.
Engineering and natural
science research

Technology and
innovation management

(Type of) results

Improved understanding of
Experimental and test
PDPs: (a) as key tools for
results of proposed
learning about and scaling
solutions to technical
up technology; and (b) as
and chemical issues
arenas for collaboration in
hindering up-scaling.
technology development
Results are often of a
and transfer.
technical and chemical
nature.

Implications

PDPs imply both organiTechnical and/or ecosational and economic
nomic feasibility of
challenges in addition to
proposed process
the technical ones.
solutions or technologies in up-scaling
efforts. Recognition of
important challenges
that need to be solved
for further up-scaling.

Performance effects Investigations, descrip- Firm-level learning, as well as
validation and verification.
tions, and verification
of solutions to issues
hindering up-scaling
of certain processes or
technologies.
R&D Management; Industrial
Representative
Organic Process
and Corporate Change;
research journals
Research & DevelopJournal of Engineering and
ment; International
Technology Management,
Journal of Greenetc.
house Gas Control;
Biosource Technology,
etc.

3.1.

Innovation systems
Improved understanding
of the role of PDPs in
the innovation system,
such as: (a) the types of
learning taking place;
and (b) the nature of
interaction between
actors and activities,
including sources of
conflicts of interests in
the actor networks.
Identification of key
success and failure
factors of PDPs, and
lessons for policymaking. Typically an
emphasis on public
policy playing an
important role in
facilitating PDP
activities, and providing
‘protective space’ for
new technology.
A knowledge-based
innovation policy that
can break free from
existing technological
trajectories, and bring
novel and betterperforming technology
to the market.
Research Policy; Energy
Policy; Technology
Analysis and Strategic
Management, etc.

Tools in engineering and natural science research

Basic research in natural science and engineering is sometimes based on trials and re-trials in PDPs,
and the key idea in this research stream is that the plants constitute key tools in up-scaling efforts
and verification of emerging processes and technologies (Palluzi 1992). The performance effects
involve descriptions, investigations, and verification of solutions to chemical and/or technical
issues that hinder up-scaling (Dinca and Badea 2013). Wakami and Yoshida (2005) provide an
illustrative example, where pilot plant tests were used to investigate whether the use of microflow
systems could provide a solution to up-scaling problems.
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In this literature stream there exist clear ideas of technical issues hindering up-scaling, which
motivates experiments in PDPs. The experiments conducted are pictured as distinct and welldefined. Researchers in this stream may not explicitly acknowledge theoretical paradigms, and
sometimes few prominent theoretical concepts are displayed. Instead, the focus is on empirical
experiments. Physical and chemical laws are typically assumed as given although exceptions can
be found in, for instance, Nielsen, Li, and Rochelle (2013) and Notz, Mangalapally, and Hasse
(2012).
In terms of method, engineers often employ tools such as simulations, laboratories, and PDPs
when testing if proposed solutions can overcome chemical or technical problems hindering the
up-scaling of technologies or processes. These tools are often used in a trial-and-error-based
approach in the sense that engineers carry out experiments in an iterative research process involving
rules of thumb, expectations, and previous research (Clark et al. 2004; Connolly, McGarry, and
Sukhtankar 2005). Such experiments in PDPs are often complemented by research at the lab-scale
level (Connolly, McGarry, and Sukhtankar 2005; Dyer et al. 2002). In sum, although PDPs are
typically designed and constructed for certain specific purposes, extensive experimentation and
trial-and-error research are often crucial to final results.
Typical results found in this literature stream are of a technical and a chemical nature. Connolly,
McGarry, and Sukhtankar (2005) is an illustrative example displaying results involved on what
yields and on what mole scale certain chemical compounds are generated from a process. Another
example is the study by Wieckert et al. (2007, 195) concerning purity and mean particle size.
Key results encompass both chemical and technical parameters in addition to process efficiency
measures (see also Amutio et al. 2012; Clark et al. 2004; Nielsen, Li, and Rochelle 2013).
Explicitly stated implications of the results may concern the economic and/or technical feasibility of proposed solutions in further up-scaling efforts. For example, Wakami and Yoshida
(2005) claim that microflow systems may be applied in relatively large-scale production. Other
implications of the PDP-based research concern the construction of a PDP following analyses
of the technical and economic feasibility of such an undertaking (Degiorgis, Santarelli, and Calì
2007; Gocht et al. 1998). In some cases, the implications of the results also involve the role of
PDPs in the commercialisation of certain processes or technologies. For instance, Nguyen et al.
(1996) analysed the current status of a PDP’s importance in the commercialisation of biomass to
ethanol technology.

3.2.

The technology and innovation management perspective

PDPs are also discussed in the literature on technology and innovation management. Few of these
articles, though, are devoted solely to understanding PDPs as such. Rather, PDPs are discussed as
a side issue when elaborating product and process development (Lager, Blanco, and Frishammar
2013). Here, innovation is typically pictured as an evolutionary process (Kingston 2000; Klepper
and Simons 1997) where PDPs represent arenas for experimentation, located between the smallscale trials in industrial laboratories and full-scale production.
In this literature, the analysis goes beyond technical trials and focuses also on economic challenges that must be addressed to up-scale and move a technology closer to commercialisation. The
analysis usually departs from the perspective of a single firm or a number of collaborating firms,
but where: (a) the interaction with the institutional setting in which these firms are embedded
tends to be tacit in the analysis and (b) societal problems that require new innovations for which
significant economic incentives lack (e.g. environmental technology) are often overlooked.
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The key idea in this research is that PDPs are tools for product and/or process scale-up. R&D in
the process industries is mainly conducted in PDPs rather than in design offices (Lager, Blanco, and
Frishammar 2013). However, the transition from one scale to another is a long and often difficult
process with many obstacles (Pisano 1994, 1996). Performing this scale-up calls for changes in
the underlying process technologies, because scaling up original equipment from laboratories
(e.g. glass containers) is often neither physically possible nor economically feasible.
Scaling up requires recourse to apparatus of an entirely different sort, involving entirely different
materials that can sustain extremely high pressures and temperatures, as well as the use of pumps,
compressors, piping, and vats of a large scale...the key experimental tool…is therefore the pilot
plant, and inferences are drawn from experimental data provided by such plants. (Rosenberg and
Steinmueller 2013, 18)

Going from the laboratory to the PDP stage is critical to improve process understanding.
However, test series in PDPs are typically much more expensive than the somewhat less reliable
laboratory activities, so weighting costs and benefits among alternative experimental arenas are
likely to be critical to any firm. Eventually, however, most development projects cannot sidestep
the PDP, because it may be the only option to test the full process as a closed system (Lager 2000).
The two key theoretical concepts in this literature are uncertainty reduction and firm-level
learning. Uncertainty is the difference between the information one has and the information one
needs to complete a task (Galbraith 1977). In this literature, uncertainty typically means technical
uncertainty, and is strongly related to technology up-scaling (Frishammar, Lichtenthaler, and
Kurkkio 2012). Most articles acknowledge the uncertainties involved in moving from the smallscale laboratories to PDPs, and further to full-scale production. These uncertainties exist because
new product properties may be added and existing ones lost, when moving along the different
levels. The end goal is typically to create a robust and replicable process for full-scale production
(Lager 2000).
The other key concept, learning, is a precondition for uncertainty reduction because deliberate
learning efforts are needed to bring uncertainty down. However, learning theory is applied more
broadly as well. For example, Yli-Kauhaluoma (2013) used Lave and Wenger’s (1991) theory of
situated learning in the context of PDPs to emphasise the learning that occurs when engineers
interact with a physical context (see also Tyre and von Hippel 1997). Kale and Little (2007)
studied learning processes in the context of PDPs, and Pisano (1996) elaborated different learning strategies applicable to technology scale-up. Learning in this context refers primarily to the
learning processes of firms; the broader impact of learning by society and the actor network is
not addressed.
In terms of method, this literature stream is dominated by in-depth multiple-case studies (Kale
and Little 2007; Stadler 2011; Ren 2009; Yli-Kauhaluoma 2013). There are also single-case
studies by Cattani (2006) and Bröring and Herzog (2008). In addition, there are retrospective
case studies drawing on secondary data. Significant examples are Rosenberg and Steinmueller’s
(2013) study of three industries and Aylen’s (2010) study of the steel industry. Survey studies do
exist but appear quite uncommon; one example is Pisano (1996).
The empirical results are fairly consistent. First, PDPs seem to be used mainly in the process
industries (such as in biofuels, chemicals, bulk production of medical drugs, and steelmaking).
Here, trial-and-error (rather than formal R&D) appears to be the significant mode of invention,
and the PDP is a central tool for achieving desired results (Stadler 2011). PDP is thus a necessary
step in firm-level learning about a new technology (Aylen 2010; Cattani 2006; Rosenberg and
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Steinmueller 2013). PDP facilitates product and process development and allows the enactment
of a well-designed production process. A well-designed production process facilitates process
standardisation, optimisation, and collaboration (Chaudhuri 2012).
However, different branches of process industries seem to vary in their prerequisites of using
PDPs. For example, PDPs seem less applicable in the context of high strength steel where fullscale trials are necessary (Jones, Ball, and Cockerill 1983). Moreover, the effectiveness through
which a PDP may be used depends on prior underlying knowledge in the relevant technological
area (Pisano 1996).
While a PDP may be critical to a developing firm, it could also be an arena for collaboration
among key actors. For example, industrial firms, academia, and specialised small- and mediumsized enterprises (SMEs) may engage in technology transactions at the PDP (Bröring and Herzog
2008). Universities, process plant contractors, suppliers of process equipment, and raw material suppliers may also be involved. However, few articles explicitly elaborate and discuss the
organisation and management of collaboration in the context of PDPs.
Finally, PDPs are not only tools for developing novel products, technologies, or processes. They
can also be used for secondary innovation, i.e. when a firm enters an industry late and focuses on
catching up with competitors (Sandén and Hillman 2011). Similarly, it can be used for imitation
purposes (Kale and Little 2007), i.e. to learn and accumulate firm-level technological capabilities.
A key implication is that challenges with PDPs go beyond the pure technical ones. There
are indeed technological challenges in reaching a safe and reproducible process. This can be
particularly challenging when a product concept moves from the laboratory to a PDP and further
on. Organisational challenges are rooted in the fact that employees and process equipment in
different organisations often must come and work together (Hutcheson, Pearson, and Ball 1996;
Pisano 1996). Economic challenges are rooted in the fact that the process emerging from a PDP
must allow a high-quality product at a competitive cost (Pisano 1996) if product commercialisation
is the goal.
Concerning performance effects of PDPs, this literature envisions two key outcomes: firm-level
learning and validation. Learning at the firm level seeks to improve the knowledge base in the
context of scale-up. In brief, successful introduction of a new process or product in the market
depends on engineers getting familiar with that process (Stadler 2011). A PDP is also used for
validation and verification purposes of new processes (Hutcheson, Pearson, and Ball 1996). Cost
levels and quality issues need to be anticipated (Cattani 2006), and the PDP can help to achieve
improvements in development time, cost, and quality (Chaudhuri 2012).
3.3.

The innovation system perspective

The third literature stream investigates the role of PDPs from an innovation systems perspective.
Most of this research adopts a broad approach and the performance effects target understanding
the dynamics of technological change with a strong focus on sustainability transitions and the
development of new cleaner energy technologies (Klitkou et al. 2013). A common theme is the
focus on PDPs with (partial) public funding, and the role of innovation policy in the commercialisation of new technology (Hellsmark and Jacobsson 2012; Hendry, Harborne, and Brown
2010).
The key idea in this literature stream is that while PDPs represent a bridge between basic
knowledge generation and subsequent industrial application, the challenges involved in developing
new technologies are not only of a technical nature. They also concern the establishment of
markets (including new value chains), alignment of institutions (e.g. legal rules, standards, codes of
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conduct), public attitudes, etc. (Kemp, Schot, and Hoogma 1998; Lefevre 1984; Macey and Brown
1990). PDPs thus assist in developing the broader socio-technical system by reducing a number of
uncertainties associated with market potential, organisational challenges, and institutional barriers
(Hellsmark and Jacobsson 2012). To this background, PDPs may take on different roles in the
innovation system. Some plants are experimental, thus testing the technical viability of a process,
whereas others tend to be ‘exemplary’ in that they primarily aim at demonstrating the value of a
process to potential adopters (Karlström and Sandén 2004; Magill and Rogers 1981).
Much of the early research in this stream focused on large PDP projects in the USA (Lefevre
1984; Magill and Rogers 1981), and was largely empirically driven. However, in more recent
years two theoretical frameworks with high relevance for PDP activities have emerged: the technological innovation system (TIS) approach (Carlsson and Stankiewicz 1991) and strategic niche
management (SNM) (Kemp, Schot, and Hoogma 1998). Learning and uncertainty reduction are
key theoretical concepts also in this literature stream, although both these concepts have relatively
broad interpretations.
A TIS is defined as a dynamic network of agents interacting in a specific economic/industrial
area under a particular institutional infrastructure, being involved in the generation, adoption,
and use of technology. In employing this approach, researchers focus on a set of innovation and
diffusion-related functions of these systems (Bergek, Hekkert, and Jacobsson 2008). Hellsmark
(2010) devotes explicit attention to the role of PDPs within a TIS framework, and notes that
PDPs may support several TIS functions such as the formation of knowledge networks, reduction
of technical uncertainties, facilitation of learning for technology selection, and the raising of
awareness about public opinion and institutional barriers.
The aim of SNM, on the other hand, is to facilitate regime shifts within protected technological niches. SNM assumes technological lock-in and path dependence, and emphasises the
strong incentives to develop innovations that fit into existing processes (Raven 2005). Existing
technological regimes – embracing both the paradigmatic framework of engineers as well as the
selection environment of a technology (Geels 2005; Rip and Kemp 1998) – guide firms’ R&D
and tend to encourage primarily incremental innovation (Hoogma et al. 2002; Kemp, Schot, and
Hoogma 1998). The transition to a new regime requires support of protected technological niches
in which innovations can be nurtured. These niches do not only demonstrate the viability of the
new technology, but they also facilitate interactive learning and institutional embedding such as
the development of complementary technologies and infrastructure and alignment of the network
of producers, users, government agencies, etc. (Smith and Raven 2012). Thus, ‘technological
niches are the breeding place for radical innovation’ (Hoogma et al. 2002, 9).
The concept of learning is critical to SNM, which makes a distinction between first- and secondorder learning. The former involves learning about how to improve the design of technology
whereas the latter implies that conceptions of users, technology, and regulations are not only
tested but also questioned (Hoogma 2000). Second-order learning is thus critical for radical
regime shifts (Raven 2005).
The methods used are typically qualitative research such as case-based studies on the role of primarily publicly funded plants in the historical development of a specific technology or application
(e.g. fuel cells, wind power, solar photovoltics, biomass, and coal gasification). These studies are
often retrospective and combine secondary data and official documents with interviews. Hellsmark
(2010) is an apt example, studying the development of biomass gasification technology in Sweden,
Finland, Austria, and Germany. Harborne and Hendry (2009) rely more heavily on secondary data
and document studies in studying 148 wind power PDPs in the USA, Europe, and Japan. Other retrospective case studies include Lefevre (1984) (energy demonstration projects in the USA), Brown
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and Hendry (2009) (solar photovoltics in Japan, Germany, and the USA), Harborne, Hendry, and
Brown (2007) (fuel cells in public buses), and Raven (2005) (biomass technology in Denmark
and the Netherlands).
The empirical results confirm that PDPs contribute to different types of learning processes.
They reduce uncertainty and permit progressing towards a dominant design, but they also assist
in developing the socio-technical system. The latter implies aligning the emerging technology to
the institutional, organisational, and technological structure, including raising public awareness
of the new technology (Brown and Hendry 2009; Harborne, Hendry, and Brown 2007; Hellsmark
2010). Many studies also emphasise the important role of involving end-users and other actors
with complementary competences. The negative impacts of absent stakeholders are illustrated by
Harborne and Hendry (2009) in their work on wind power PDPs; here turbine manufacturers were
not heavily involved, which prohibited the development of dominant designs.
Another result is that technological development is not a linear process (Hendry, Harborne, and
Brown 2010) and it may require parallel developments when a technology is tested in different
geographical contexts and applications (e.g. see studies on biogas and biomass technology by
Geels and Raven (2006) and Raven (2005), respectively). The empirical work also illustrates
the presence of complex relationships among different industrial partners as well as between
industry and government. While the SNM literature emphasises the importance of alignment
of actors’ activities in developing technological niches, the practical world clearly implies an
array of conflicts of interest. These concern risks, finance, management control, and information
dispersion. For instance, the development activities at PDPs may generate significant knowledge
spillovers, thus benefiting outside firms that can imitate, at a fraction of total costs. While these
positive externalities are beneficial to society they constitute a mixed blessing since it is important
to maintain strong incentives for commercial actors to contribute to the learning processes in the
first place (Mowery, Nelson, and Martin 2010). This challenge was addressed already by Lefevre
(1984) in his assessment of major energy demonstration projects in the USA. In a same vein,
Harborne, Hendry, and Brown (2007) and Hendry, Harborne, and Brown (2010) highlight the
problem of knowledge spillovers in renewable energy technology, and conclude that these issues
have not been properly addressed when designing and managing PDPs.
There are two key implications: one is the identification of important factors influencing the
success (or failure) of publically funded PDPs while the second concerns lessons for design and
implementation of public policy. The literature suggests that PDPs will perform well if (a) they
allow for failure by responding to mistakes, e.g. by shifting back to technical verification (Lefevre
1984); (b) there is a willingness of the private sector to assume a significant amount of costs and
risks (Macey and Brown 1990); (c) they involve user involvement to facilitate learning (Harborne
and Hendry 2009) and an ability to identify who can appropriate benefits of knowledge development if the project fails (Hellsmark 2010); (d) they rely on clearly defined responsibilities for the
involved participants and an agreement concerning project objectives; (e) they permit continuous
experimentation (Hellsmark 2010); and (f) they incorporate plans for effective reporting of results
(Sagar and Gallagher 2004).
Achieving the above in practice may be difficult, especially as the actor network normally
expands as the technology moves closer to the market. This creates concerns about the most
important project objectives, and the trade-off between ‘discovering suitable market opportunities’
on the one hand and ‘targeting a particular application and concentrate resources on this’ on the
other. Prior work on PDPs has devoted rather limited space to this important issue (Brown and
Hendry 2009).
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A majority of studies also pinpoint specific recommendations for policy-making. There appears
to be a strong consensus that partial public funding of PDPs is needed to reduce technological
and market-related uncertainties, as these may not be adequately addressed by the private sector
alone. The presence of positive externalities from PDPs also provides a motive for public support.
However, in practice, the literature suggests that government funding of PDPs have often not been
shaped by well-defined strategic objectives (Harborne and Hendry 2009). Government support
also signals political recognition, and indicates to potential adopters the direction of future policies
and priorities (corresponding to ‘guidance of the search’ in the TIS literature) (Klitkou et al.
2013). Policy should therefore also ensure an effective reporting of results and that the science and
technology structure created within PDPs is useful beyond single experiments, e.g. by encouraging
the dissemination of information.
Finally, many scholars assert that policy should support demonstration of different technological
trajectories, including complementary knowledge fields along the value chain (Hellsmark 2010),
this being perhaps most important for the achievement of radical technology shifts (Harborne,
Hendry, and Brown 2007). Besides the technological variation, the different local conditions are
also important to consider (Coenen, Benneworth, and Truffer 2012). This call for variation and
protection, though, must not come at the price of a too weak technology selection pressure (Kemp,
Schot, and Hoogma 1998).
4.

Conceptual framework and agenda for future research

Although our review of existing research on PDPs makes no claim to be exhaustive, it indicates
that while plenty of scholarly work has been done on the management and policy of innovation
and technological change, surprisingly little explicit attention has been devoted to the critical role
of PDPs (see also Klitkou et al. 2013). It is therefore useful to discuss how such research can
be conducted; e.g. which trajectories need to be developed and which questions deserve more
emphasis?
4.1.

PDPs in technology development: a framework

Figure 1 provides a conceptual framework to structure the discussion of future research on PDPs.
The mid-part builds on an often-used illustration of the requirements for successful new technology
deployment. The idea originates from Schumpeter (1934) who stressed the existence of three
necessary conditions: invention, innovation, and diffusion. Invention implies the development
of a new idea/concept, and innovation refers to the subsequent process in which technology
is optimised, verified, and commercialised. Diffusion refers to the gradual adoption of the new
technology by firms.
However, our review suggests that the Schumpeterian notion of technological change should
be developed in a number of ways. First, the PDP phase does not represent an isolated activity. In
practice, there are loops back to basic R&D as well as from technology diffusion to PDP activities,
thus following the logic of the ‘chain-linked’ model of innovation (Kline and Rosenberg 1986).
The activities taking place at PDPs are closely linked to and may largely overlap basic R&D,
technological diffusion, or both.
Moreover, PDPs is not a homogeneous phenomenon. They typically have different roles, where
some are closely related to the R&D stage while others focus on discovering and learning about
market opportunities. The three literature streams reviewed are in themselves illustrations of the
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Figure 1. The role of PDPs in technological development : a conceptual framework.

different roles that PDPs may take (illustrated in top of Figure 1). As we move from the R&D
stage towards diffusion the system boundaries become wider, and there is a need to focus not
only on technical but also on institutional and market-related uncertainties. The actor networks
consequently become more complex.
Figure 1 also illustrates how the process of technology development – including the activities
taking place at PDPs – is embedded in an actor network structure consisting of industrial firms,
university researchers, and other private and public stakeholders. The set-up and organisation
of these networks are likely to differ depending on the role of PDPs as well as on the specific
geographical and institutional context in which they operate. The actor networks may shape the
context (e.g. lobbying for public support), but the technology development process will also be
influenced by a number of exogenous factors, including geopolitical events and different public
policies (e.g. patent systems and taxes).
4.2.

Important challenges for future research

A number of important questions that deserve more attention emerge from this review. We begin
by discussing some key concepts of high relevance. Our review shows that learning and uncertainty reduction are central theoretical concepts, but they have not been sufficiently elaborated on
(Klitkou et al. 2013). For instance, the perceptions of learning differ a lot across different studies (e.g. in the technology management versus the innovation system literature). Kamp, Smits,
and Andriesse (2004) distinguish among four modes of learning, all with direct relevance to
the development activities taking place in PDPs. These are learning-by-searching (e.g. basic
R&D resulting in formalised knowledge), learning-by-doing (e.g. tacit knowledge acquired during manufacturing), learning-by-using (e.g. know-how acquired in the use of technology), and
learning-by-interacting (e.g. know-how acquired in interaction between users and producers).
These learning modes signify the PDP activities as new technology is moved closer to the market
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and the actor networks grow more complex. These learning concepts deserve further attention to
better understand the effectiveness of different options (see also Hoogma 2000).
Second, a key theoretical concept is uncertainty reduction, which concerns not only a new technology’s technical performance but also uncertainties regarding market demand, public attitudes,
and legal rules. However, by emphasising the importance of reducing uncertainty researchers
assume that the underlying problem is one of incomplete information. Once information gaps
have been closed, the problem of bringing new technology to the market is solved. In the context
of PDPs, however, it seems reasonable to assume that the problems faced often centre on a lack
of mutual understanding among the involved actors, i.e. diverging interpretations of information rather than lack of information as such. This has been manifested in the theoretical concept
of equivocality, and actors frequently misinterpret equivocal situations for uncertain ones (Daft
and Weick 1986; Frishammar, Florén, and Wincent 2011). The transition from basic R&D and
knowledge generation, through up-scaling, verification, and further on to diffusion may be very
equivocal with multiple alternative trajectories and development paths to follow, as well as actor
networks whose driving forces and interpretations may vary tremendously. Lack of joint understanding in actor networks may thus complement the ‘lack of information problem’ highlighted
in studies of uncertainty and help advance knowledge about PDPs.
Third, there does not appear to be much overlap and cross-fertilisation between studies of PDPs
in technology and innovation management and innovation systems, and more multi-disciplinary
work on PDPs would be worthwhile. One reason for this is that these two literature streams have
different empirical scopes, where the first focus primarily on industry-owned PDPs while the latter
has a strong emphasis on PDPs with partial public funding. We envision that there are lessons to
learn from the industry’s experience with PDPs for policy-making and vice versa.
For example, technology and innovation management studies of PDPs could learn from studying
actor network findings in the innovation systems literature because privately owned PDPs also
has a number of stakeholders around them, including customers, suppliers of process technology,
and universities (Hutcheson, Pearson, and Ball 1995). Private PDPs may also need to increasingly
address the importance of alignment with existing institutional structures (or perhaps even engage
to challenge such structures). Conversely, while the innovation system literature recognises the
different types of actors involved in the PDP activities it devotes little formal attention to the
incentives that these actors (e.g. industrial partners) have for joining R&D collaboration. This is
overall better researched in the technology and innovation management literature.
Finally, we have also identified a number of potential conflicts concerning actors’ expectations,
strategies, and goals regarding PDP activities. All these deserve attention in future research. The
first example is the issue of knowledge spillovers versus the protection of immaterial rights. The
spillovers from knowledge creation represent one motive for (partial) public support to PDPs, often
combined with requirements for a broad dissemination of new knowledge (Mowery, Nelson, and
Martin 2010). Nevertheless, the latter involves difficult trade-offs and it is important that too
lenient public policies towards the sharing of publicly funded intellectual property do not remove
the incentives for any commercial actors to contribute to these learning processes. Future research
on PDPs should increasingly highlight this ‘mixed blessing’ of knowledge spillovers.
Another issue involving difficult trade-offs concerns the balance between protection of new
technology in niches on the one hand and selection pressure on the other. This is a strategic issue
both for individual companies and for policy-makers. If protection is too generous, technology
developers will not be forced to deal with negative side effects associated with the wider-scale
applications of a new technology. However, if the selection pressure is too strong, different paths
of development may be precluded or forestalled (Kemp, Schot, and Hoogma 1998). This calls
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for additional research on the role of protection versus selection in technology development
processes. Policy-makers would, for instance, be helped by research investigating under which
circumstances private investors are more likely to back projects whose returns are uncertain and
lie far in the future.
A final example of a potential source of conflicts concerns the objective of PDP activities, and
the fact that participants in the actor networks may have very different views and driving forces.
This has been highlighted in previous work, but few studies investigate it in any detail. One
tension is between those actors who wish to develop particular applications of new technology
and those that instead prioritise the task of discovering new market opportunities. There may also
arise conflicts at the organisational level, e.g. industrial firms considering whether to abandon
current production practices for new ones in spite of the expertise built up historically around one
particular technology.

5.

Conclusion

The purpose of this article was to synthesise and categorise existing research on PDPs and to suggest an agenda for future research. We reviewed the PDP phenomena in three research streams,
and our analysis highlights differences in e.g. conceptions of system boundaries but also similarities such as using PDPs for technology scale-up, learning, and uncertainty reduction. An overall
conclusion is that the role of PDPs in innovation management and policy is far from sufficiently
understood. Given the key role of PDPs as bridges between basic knowledge generation and technological breakthroughs on the one hand, and industrial application and commercial adoption
of new technologies on the other, more research on this phenomenon is needed. This implies a
more in-depth understanding of the actor networks surrounding the PDPs as well as the roles
of innovation management and public policy in addressing different conflicts of interest. This
requires that stronger links are established between the technology and innovation management
literature and the innovation system research.
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Abstract
Pilot and demonstration plants (PDPs) may be important for fostering technological
innovation. They constitute a bridge between basic knowledge generation and technological
breakthroughs on the one hand, and industrial application and commercial adoption of new
technology on the other. The aim of this paper is to examine the innovation impacts of
publicly funded PDP activities in the empirical context of production technology for advanced
biofuels. The study is conducted by employing patent data for eight European countries over
the time period 1980-2011, and it is acknowledged that PDPs have two main objectives:
testing and optimization of technology (experimental PDPs), and diffusion and
commercialization of technology (exemplary PDPs). The results are overall robust to
alternative model specifications, and indicate that: (a) PDP activities are overall positively
correlated with biofuel patenting activity; (b) both experimental and exemplary PDPs
encourage biofuel innovation although the impact of the former is more profound; and (c)
development activities in experimental PDPs encourage innovation also indirectly through
knowledge spillovers across countries.
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1. Introduction
1.1 Background and Contribution
The transport sector is currently facing a number of challenges such as its dependence on
fossil fuels, local air pollution and its contribution to greenhouse gas emissions. On political
agendas and in the media the issue of biofuels for transportation is becoming increasingly
prevalent, a fact reflected in, e.g., the passing of the Renewable Energy Directive by the EU
Commission in 2009 (Directive 2009/28/EC). The directive lays down a mandatory 10
percent minimum target for the share of biofuels and other renewables in road transport fuels
to be achieved by all member states by 2020.
Production and use of biofuels provide several benefits, including de-carbonization of the
transport sector and reduced local air pollution, and this is especially the case of so-called
advanced biofuels (produced from non-edible feedstocks). However, commercialization and
large scale deployment of advanced biofuels are obstructed as the production technologies are
not yet mature and still under development. While production processes have been tested and
proven in lab scale, tests, re-development and demonstration at larger scale is necessary
before the technologies can successfully be implemented commercially. In response to this, a
number of companies around the world pursue projects to develop and deploy technologies
for production of advanced biofuels by operating pilot and demonstration plants (PDPs) (e.g.,
Bacovsky et al., 2013). PDP activities are taking place along a number of trajectories which
differ with respect to, e.g., the type of biofuel produced and the production process used. For
instance, some PDPs produce synthetic natural gas (SNG) based on thermochemical
conversion while others employ biochemical conversion processes to produce ethanol.
Using PDPs to test, develop and diffuse technology is not a unique feature of the biofuel
sector, nor is it a new phenomenon in the energy sector. For instance, a number of PDPs are
currently being operated or planned around the world to enable learning and reduce costs in
the case of carbon capture and storage (CCS) technology (Haszeldine et al., 2009). Moreover,
several wind power and solar photovoltaic (PV) PDPs have been operated in Europe, Japan
and the US since the 1970s (e.g., Hendry et al., 2010a). Still, PDPs have been used earlier
than this – pilot experiments were for example conducted in the early 1940s by the
pharmaceutical company Merck, which indicated that streptomycin was the answer to
tuberculosis (e.g., Kingston, 2000).
PDPs may be important for fostering technological development (i.e., innovation) as they
constitute a bridge between basic knowledge generation on the one hand, and exploitation of
new technology for commercial use on the other. For instance, so-called experimental PDPs
offer opportunities for technology to be developed, fine-tuned and adjusted for commercial
purposes in an industrially relevant scale (e.g., Frishammar et al., 2015). Moreover, so-called
exemplary PDPs can be important for the reduction of organizational, institutional and market
related uncertainties which could otherwise hamper desirable diffusion and learning-by-doing
(e.g., tacit knowledge acquired during manufacturing) (e.g., Lefevre, 1984; Magill and
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Rogers, 1981). It has also been suggested that development activities at PDPs may generate
knowledge spillovers which are beneficial to society (e.g., Hendry et al., 2010b). A lack of
understanding of the importance of PDPs for technological innovation makes it difficult to
design appropriate public support for such activities and to realize potentially generated social
benefits.
The relationship between environmental policy and innovation has received increasingly more
attention in the empirical research, and the overall findings suggest a positive correlation
between the two (e.g., Johnstone et al., 2010; Noailly and Batrakova, 2010; Brunnermeier and
Cohen, 2003; Popp, 2002). Previous research efforts also indicate that technical innovation in
the renewable energy sector can generally be induced by two main policy types: public R&D
support, and production support schemes such as feed-in tariffs or renewable energy
certificates (e.g., Bäckström et al., 2014; Johnstone et al., 2010). Still, while the role of these
policies for technology development has been fairly well investigated, the potential
innovation impacts of publicly funded PDP activities have been largely overlooked (Klitkou
et al., 2013; Frishammar et al., 2015).
Karlström and Sandén (2004), being one exception, studies the role of PDPs for advancing
innovation in energy technology, and it is concluded that PDPs are important not only for
technical development but also for market creation and network formation. Other studies
explicitly addressing the role of privately or publicly funded PDPs in socio-technical regime
shifts and technology development include Baer et al. (1976), Myers (1978), Lefevre (1984),
Harborne and Hendry (2009) and Hellsmark (2010). The existing research, however, consists
of conceptual studies or retrospective case studies based entirely on qualitative or descriptive
approaches (Frishammar et al., 2015; Klitkou et al., 2013). Consequently, while the
importance of PDPs for innovation has been confirmed in such studies, their role for technical
development remains to be investigated also in a quantitative empirical setting.
1.2 Purpose and Overall Approach
Following the above, the specific purpose of this paper is to empirically assess the effects of
publicly funded PDP activities on innovation in advanced biofuel production technology. In
doing this it is acknowledged that PDPs have two main objectives: testing and optimization of
technology in an industrially relevant scale (experimental PDPs), and diffusion and
commercialization of technology and products (exemplary PDPs). Technical innovation is
measured as counts of patents related to technology for producing advanced biofuels.
The empirical analysis builds on a panel data set of eight European countries over the time
period 1980-2011. Regression models are specified in which the dependent variable, biofuel
patent counts, is explained by PDP activities along with a selection of control variables (see
further section 4.1). Based on the estimation results elasticities are computed reflecting
changes in patenting activity with respect to (marginal) changes in the independent variables.
Specifically, the paper analyzes: (a) the overall effect of PDPs on innovation in biofuel
technology; (b) the innovation impacts of PDPs with different objectives; and (c) whether
2

PDPs induce technical development also indirectly through knowledge spillovers. Sensitivity
analyzes are conducted to check the robustness of the results.
1.3 Current Status of Advanced Biofuels for Transportation
In most parts of the world, the fastest growth in biofuel production has taken place since the
2000s and has generally been promoted by blending obligation schemes and tax incentives.
Global production increased from 16 to 100 billion liters between 2000 and 2010 (IEA, 2011),
and in the IEA member countries in Europe biodiesel production grew from 717 to 9.765
kiloton during the same period (IEA, 2014a). In 2008 about 3 percent of the demand for road
transport fuels was met with biofuels in the EU (IEA, 2011), and biodiesel constituted around
80 percent of these while the rest were primarily bioethanol, pure plant oil and biogas
(Pelkmans et al., 2008).
Still, the impressive increase in biofuel production has not been free of controversy. Their
ability to displace fossil energy has been questioned along with their ability to de-carbonize
the transport sector (e.g., Searchinger et al., 2008), and studies have linked their production to
rising food prices and analyzed their potential contribution to deforestation (e.g., Timilsina et
al., 2010; Mitchell, 2008). These discussions have prompted an increased interest in so-called
advanced biofuels, a fact reflected in a recent proposal by the Energy Council of the EU
limiting the support for conventional biofuels while encouraging member states to set
minimum target levels for advanced biofuels (Proposal for a Directive COM(2012) 595).
Advanced biofuels refers to: (a) 2nd generation biofuels (derived from non-food sources, e.g.,
wheat stalks, corn stover etc.); (b) 3rd generation biofuels (derived from algae); and (c) 4th
generation biofuels (derived from modified micro-organisms). 1 Advanced biofuels enable
greater reductions in greenhouse gas emissions and are less water and land intensive
compared to conventional (1st generation) biofuels derived from edible feedstocks, e.g., sugar
or starch (e.g., Carriquiry et al., 2011; UNEP, 2009; Scharlemann and Laurance, 2008).
1.4 Outline of Paper
The next section provides key theoretical underpinnings of the empirical analysis conducted
in this paper. Section 3 contains a discussion on PDPs in the specific context of advanced
biofuels and it also displays relevant PDP data. Section 4 outlines the model specifications
and contains a discussion on the econometric issues. In section 5, the data sources and
definitions are presented. Section 6 provides the econometric results and their key
implications. In section 7, some final concluding remarks are outlined and some suggestions
for future research are provided.

1

The distinction between different biofuel generations can be made on the basis of a number of parameters, e.g.,
technology maturity, feedstock type or GHG emission balance (Bacovsky et al., 2013). Guiding the distinction
with respect to feedstock type is in line with, e.g., Carriquiry et al. (2011), UNEP (2009), and OECD/IEA
(2008).
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2. The Role of Pilot and Demonstration Plants in Technological
Development
In recent decades the role of endogenous innovation and technological change has received
increased attention in the economics literature on environmental policy and innovation (e.g.,
Lanjouw and Mody, 1996; Brunnermeier and Cohen, 2003; Gillingham et al., 2008).
Modeling endogenous innovation implies explicitly addressing the feedback mechanisms by
which market signals and policy may change the direction of technological change towards
cleaner (e.g., carbon-free) energy technology. 2 Generally, policy-induced innovation is
modeled as occurring through two main channels: basic knowledge generation, and learningby-doing (e.g., tacit knowledge acquired during manufacturing). The former is supported by
public R&D expenses which add up to a cumulative knowledge stock (e.g., Sue Wing, 2006;
Löschel, 2002). The latter is encouraged by production support schemes resulting in capacity
and production expansions (e.g., Grubb et al., 2002). Figure 1 provides an illustration of the
conceptual framework which draws heavily on Frishammar et al. (2015).
The mid-part in Figure 1 builds on the Schumpeterian notion of three stages in the process of
technological development: invention, innovation and diffusion (Schumpeter, 1934). These
constitute the conditions necessary for successful large scale deployment of a product or
technology. Invention refers to development of a new product or process and innovation to the
subsequent process in which technology is up-scaled, optimized and commercialized (these
terms are often used synonymously in the literature). Diffusion refers to the gradual adoption
of the new technology by firms. Still, this linear view of the technology development process
needs to be developed in some important respects.
First, the technology development process is iterative and non-linear in the sense that none of
the stages represent isolated activities. In practice there are feedback effects from the pilot and
demonstration plant (PDP) phase to basic R&D and from the diffusion stage to PDP activities
and basic R&D (e.g., Kline and Rosenberg, 1986; Sagar and van der Zwaan, 2006). For
instance, when new technology is introduced future innovations will be affected (the redevelopment of a technology) through learning and vice versa. Second, innovation may be
encouraged not only with R&D expenditures and production support schemes, but also with
publicly funded PDP activities (e.g., Karlström and Sandén, 2004; Hendry et al., 2010a;
Macey and Brown, 1990). Third, the process of technological progress is embedded in an
actor network consisting of industrial firms, research organizations, users etc. (Carlsson and
Stankiewicz, 1991). These networks can shape the process by lobbying for political support,
and they grow more complex as the system boundaries become wider as we move from the
R&D stage towards deployment. Fourth, and finally, the technology development process is
also influenced by exogenous factors, e.g., geopolitical events or changes in patent systems.

2

This line of reasoning was first introduced by Hicks (1932), who claimed that a change in the relative prices of
two production factors will spur innovations with the aim to economize the use of the factor which has become
relatively more expensive.
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Pilot and demonstration
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Exogenous factors: Geopolitical events, changes in patent systems etc.

Figure 1: The Role of Pilot and Demonstration Plants in the Process of Technological
Development
Source: Adapted from Frishammar et al. (2015).

The innovative activities of firms are generally viewed as being profit-motivated, regardless if
firms are perceived as rational agents who optimize their R&D investment activities (e.g.,
Jaffe et al., 2002). 3 The R&D investment decisions are therefore essentially governed by their
expected return as well as their costs. There are a number of factors which may determine the
profitability of R&D and these include the size of the market, general scientific capacity and
appropriability conditions (Schmookler, 1966; Rosenberg, 1982; Jaffe, 1988). Specifically, a
larger market implies an increasing potential for firms to recoup their investments, and an
increased general scientific capacity (i.e., scientific personnel, resources etc.) makes
additional innovation less costly at a fixed level of demand. Moreover, know-how produced
from R&D may benefit recipient firms that can imitate at a fraction of total costs incurred by
the originator. The profitability of R&D and the propensity to engage in innovative activities
and patenting are therefore also affected by legal conditions (i.e., patent rules and intellectual
property rights). As legal conditions may differ across countries and over time, the propensity
to patent will probably vary across countries and change over time within countries (Jaumotte
and Pain, 2005). 4

3
The term ‘R&D’ is used here in a broader sense, encompassing both basic R&D as well as applied R&D (i.e.,
PDP activities).
4
Propensity to patent is probably also affected by changes in strategies adopted by firms to capture the rents
from innovation and the strategies may differ across countries and over time as well.
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In this paper the relationship between publicly funded PDP activities and biofuel patent
counts is examined. As suggested in the literature, PDPs can take on a number of important
roles in the technology development process as they focus not solely on technical progress but
on commercialization as well. This raises the question what is actually measured with patent
counts. The indicator is generally taken as a measure of inventive performance in the
economics literature on policy-induced innovation, which is also the case in this paper. Still,
for an invention to be patented it must not only be novel and involve a non-obvious step – it
must also be commercially viable (OECD, 2009). Furthermore, most economically significant
inventions have been patented (Dernis et al., 2001; Dernis and Kahn, 2004), suggesting that
the indicator may reflect the creation of new technology as well as its subsequent
commercialization. While this question is important for the purpose of this paper, it has
bearing for research based on patent counts in general. For a more thorough discussion on
patent data, see section 5.1.

3. Pilot and Demonstration Plants for Advanced Biofuels
This section provides an overview of pilot and demonstration plants (PDPs) producing
advanced biofuels and/or fine-tuning conversion processes in the sample countries and over
the time period 1980-2012 (the data sources are specified in section 5.2). 5 No bench or lab
scale plants have been considered for this study and only PDPs having received partial public
funding are included (although most PDPs have been granted public funds). In addition, PDPs
exclusively producing or developing processes for biofuels from edible feedstocks
(conventional biofuels) have not been taken into consideration.
Table A1 in the Appendix provides an overview of the plants being, or have been, in
operation. A PDP focusing primarily on technology optimization and up-scaling issues is
classified as an experimental PDP, and a plant functioning mainly to diffuse a technology or
product is categorized as an exemplary PDP. In summary, 15 PDPs have been in operation
with the majority focusing on technology development and up-scaling issues and thus viewed
as experimental plants. All sample countries have supported advanced biofuels by investing
public funds in PDPs, although the number of plants supported varies across the countries.
Public funding has been awarded to more than one plant only in Denmark (six PDPs),
Germany (two PDPs) and Sweden (two PDPs).
Plant investments and installed output capacities vary considerably across PDPs. The highest
investment, €56.18 million, has been made in the PDP in Babilafuente (Spain) and the lowest,
€0.85 million, in the Maxifuel facility in Copenhagen (the figures reflect both private and
public investment funds). Regarding output capacities, the biorefining plant in Oulu (Finland)
can produce 5.000 tons per year of ethanol which is unmatched by the other PDPs with
capacities from 4.300 tons per year of ethanol down to as little as 2 tons per year of hydro
treated vegetable oil (HVO). Moreover, of the 15 PDPs covered only three produce biofuels
5
For simplicity, only PDPs having been taken into operation have been considered when collecting the data.
Nevertheless, PDP projects never reaching the startup phase could possibly result in innovative output as well.
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based on thermochemical conversion, the remaining plants use biochemical conversion
processes. Finally, all PDPs focus on producing or developing conversion processes for 2nd
generation biofuels. In four plants work is also being done concerning 1st generation biofuels
and only two PDPs function to develop and produce 3rd generation fuels.
Counts of PDPs in operation are displayed in Figure 2. As shown, there has been a steady
increase in the number of operational PDPs. The experimental Pilot 1 facility in Fredericia
(Denmark) started its operation in 2003 and was the first PDP on stream. During 2004-2009 a
number of additional experimental PDPs came into operation resulting in six facilities on
stream by 2009. Work in two exemplary PDPs was started in 2010 and these were the
Biorefinery Demo Plant in Örnsköldsvik (Sweden) and the Chempolis Biorefining Plant in
Oulu (Finland). The third exemplary PDP, the Bio Base Europe Pilot Plant in Ghent
(Belgium), became operational in 2011. 6
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Figure 2: Total Number of Pilot and Demonstration Plants in
Operation in the Sample Countries, 2000-2012
Sources: Bacovsky et al. (2013), Biofuels Digest (2014),
BIOMAP (2014) and IEA (2014b).

Another way of depicting PDP activities is to consider the investment made in each plant.
Investments can result in the build-up a knowledge stock over time, and in this paper annual
PDP investments are assumed to add to this stock with a time lag and knowledge is assumed
to depreciate over time at a certain rate (see section 5.2). Figure 3 depicts the development of
two knowledge stocks based on investments in experimental and exemplary PDPs,
respectively. The first investment in experimental plants was made in 2002 and has been
followed by additional investments resulting in an ever larger experimental PDP knowledge
6
Table A1 in the Appendix indicates that all exemplary PDPs came on stream in 2010. However, if startup of
normal operation in a given facility occurs on or between 1 July and 31 December in year t, startup has been
attributed to year t + 1 in Figure 2 and in the regressions that follow (if startup occurs before 1 July it has been
attributed to year t). The idea is that PDP activities occurring before 1 July in year t are attributed to this year
since they can explain more than half of all patent counts in year t (given that patent activities are uniformly
distributed over a one year period). If a PDP is taken into operation on or after 1 July it can explain less than (or
exactly) half of all patenting activities in the current year. For instance, the approach avoids the situation where
patent counts in January-November in year t are to be explained by PDP activities starting in, e.g., December in
year t.
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stock. The exemplary stock also displays an overall positive trend, with the first investments
being made in 2008. Notable is that the experimental stock is greater during 2000-2012.
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sample countries, M€, 2010 prices)
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Figure 3: Pilot and Demonstration Plant Based Knowledge Stocks
Constructed of Total Plant Investments across the Sample Countries
(1 year lag and 20 % depreciation rate), 2000-2012*
* One experimental PDP has not been considered due to missing data.
Sources: Bacovsky et al. (2013), BIOMAP (2014), IEA (2014b)
and various plant specific sources.

In Figure 4 an alternative measure of PDP activities is presented based on cumulative output
capacities. According to the figure there was virtually no biofuel production capacity before
2009. However, the cumulative output capacity increased significantly the year after. Over the
time period 2009-2012 cumulative output capacity increased faster in exemplary plants than
in experimental facilities.
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Figure 4: Total Cumulative Pilot and Demonstration Plant
Output Capacity in the Sample Countries, 2000-2012*
*A number of plants have not been considered due to missing data.
Sources: Bacovsky et al. (2013), Biofuels Digest (2014), BIOMAP (2014),
IEA (2014b) and various plant specific sources.
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4. Methodological Approach and Model Estimations Issues
4.1 Model Specifications
In this paper it is hypothesized that biofuel innovation is explained by policy support, market
factors and legal conditions. The innovation effects of pilot and demonstration plants (PDPs)
are empirically investigated by using patent counts, and this approach necessitates the use of
count data modeling techniques which have been developed for estimating the number of
occurrences of an event, or event counts (e.g., Maddala, 1983; Cameron and Trivedi, 1998).
An event count is formally defined as the realization of a non-negative integer-valued random
variable. For this study, an event count corresponds to the number of biofuel patents in a
given country and time period.
Five models, hereafter denoted S1-S5, are specified which differ with respect to the way in
which PDP activities are operationalized. In all specifications the dependent variable, biofuel
patent counts (BIOPAT), is assumed to be explained by PDP activities (PDP) along with a
selection of control variables: biofuel blending obligations (BLEND), fossil diesel prices
(PRICE) and total counts of patent applications for all technology areas (TOTPAT). The
following reduced-form model can thus be specified:
ܶܣܱܲܫܤ,௧ = ߚ + ߚଵ ൫ܲܲܦ,௧ ൯ + ߚଶ ൫ܦܰܧܮܤ,௧ ൯ + ߚଷ ൫ܴܲܧܥܫ,௧ ൯ +

[1]

ିଵ

ߚସ ൫ܱܶܶܲܶܣ,௧ ൯ +  ߚସା ܦ + ߝ,௧
ୀଵ

where i indexes the cross-sectional unit (i.e., country) and t indexes time. Country-specific
dummy variables (D) have been included to control for fixed effects attributed to unobserved
factors such as regulatory and institutional framework etc. Finally, all residual variation is
captured by the additive error term (ߝ,௧ ).
Biofuel blending obligation schemes (BLEND) are basically requirements on fuel distributors
to supply certain amounts of biofuels in relation to total sales of fossil fuels. Blending
schemes are included since demand-pull production support should incentivize biofuel
patenting activity by establishing a larger market and thus an increased potential for firms to
recoup their investments. Furthermore, the commercial viability of biofuels is largely
dependent on their price relative to the price of substitutes such as automotive diesel fuel.
Increases in fossil diesel prices (PRICE) should imply increasing commercial viability of
biofuels and thus increasing incentives to innovate in their production technology. Finally,
total counts of patent applications related to all sorts of technologies (TOTPAT) are included
to control for variations in scientific capacity and the overall propensity to patent over time
and across countries.
In the first and second specification (S1 and S2), it is assumed that biofuel patent counts are
explained by the build-up of a PDP based knowledge stock over time. Specifically, annual
investments in PDPs are assumed to add to this stock with a time lag, and it is also assumed
9

that knowledge depreciates over time at a certain rate (e.g., Bäckström et al., 2014; Söderholm
and Klaassen, 2007; Klaassen et al., 2005). In S1, the knowledge stock (ALLSTOCK) is based
on total investments in experimental and exemplary PDPs. In S2, these investments are
disaggregated by experimental PDPs (EXPSTOCK) and exemplary PDPs (EXEMSTOCK).
Section 5.2 covers the details of these variable specifications.
Since this is the first explicit attempt to quantitatively examine the innovation effects of PDPs,
an alternative way of measuring PDP activities is considered in the third specification (S3).
Here the PDP investment based knowledge stocks have been replaced with a measure of
installed output capacity in exemplary PDPs accumulated over time in a given country
(EXEMOUTCAP). Increases in cumulative output capacity reflect intensive PDP activities
and should thus be positively correlated with biofuel patenting. A similar measure for
experimental PDPs is not tested since these plants are operated mainly for technology
optimization and development and seldom for continuous production.
The fourth and fifth specifications (S4 and S5) are based on the measure of PDP activities as
investment based knowledge stocks. In S4, it is tested whether marginal increases in the
experimental PDP knowledge stock have a higher innovation effect when there are more than
one experimental PDP in operation in a given country and year (see further section 5.2).
Specifically, a slope dummy variable (INTEREXPSTOCK) is included to test this notion. In
S5, it is tested whether biofuel innovation activities in a given country are influenced by
domestic as well as foreign PDP knowledge stocks (FEXPSTOCK and FEXEMSTOCK). In
other words, biofuel patenting in, e.g., Sweden could be affected not only by domestic PDP
knowledge stocks but also by PDP investments in other European countries adding up to
foreign knowledge stocks. With this modeling approach the innovation effects of countrylevel knowledge spillovers are thus tested (e.g., Grafström, 2014; Peters et al., 2012;
Verdolini and Galeotti, 2011).
In summary, the empirical analysis is based on five model specifications which differ
concerning how PDP activities are operationalized: (S1) PDP activities measured as a
knowledge stock based on total PDP investments; (S2) knowledge stocks based on
investments in experimental and exemplary PDPs, respectively; (S3) exemplary PDP
activities measured as cumulative output capacity; (S4) PDP knowledge stocks and a slope
dummy variable for increases in the knowledge stock and when there are more than one PDP
in operation; and (S5) domestic and foreign PDP investment based knowledge stocks.
4.2 Econometric Issues
The count nature of the dependent variable studied necessitates the use of some count data
modeling technique, and Poisson or negative binomial (NB) estimators are generally used to
this end (e.g., Cameron and Trivedi, 1998; Maddala, 1983). A NB estimator is used for this
study as Poisson estimators are often too restrictive due to them being derived from an
equidispersed distribution (where the variance equals the mean) (Hilbe, 2011). Patent data and
other count data are in many cases overdispersed, meaning that the variance exceeds the
mean, and when Poisson estimators are applied to such data the standard errors can be
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underestimated. A NB estimator, on the other hand, can accommodate overdispersion and is
also used in other related work (e.g., Johnstone et al., 2010; Rübbelke and Weiss, 2011).
Two common fixed effects NB models are the so-called conditional NB1 model and the
unconditional NB2 model (e.g., Cameron and Trivedi, 1998; Greene, 2008). 7 The latter is
employed for this study as the conditional NB1 model does not control for country-specific
fixed effects unless a very specific set of suppositions are met (e.g., Allison and Waterman,
2002; Guimarães, 2008). The unconditional NB2 model (i.e., a conventional NB2 model with
dummy variables to address the fixed effects) has been found to perform well although the
standard errors are biased downwards (Allison and Waterman, 2002). To adjust for any
potential bias in the standard error estimates, bootstrapped standard errors are computed.
All model specifications are estimated using Stata 12 and a modified Newton-Raphson
algorithm (i.e., the default setting when employing maximum likelihood estimation). To avoid
perfect collinearity, the country-specific dummy variable for Germany is omitted from the
estimations. Hence, Germany is the reference country in all regressions that follow.

5. Data Sources and Definitions
The econometric analysis in this paper is based on an unbalanced panel data set comprising
eight European countries over the time period 1980-2011. Specifically this includes Austria,
Belgium, Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, Spain and Sweden. Among these, prominent
biofuel producers are included (e.g., Germany and France) as well as relatively small
producers (e.g., Denmark, Finland and Austria). Due to delays in the publishing of patent
information, the rate of applications decrease in recent years (2012-2015) and the panel data
set is thus limited to 2011.
5.1 The Dependent Variable: Biofuel Patent Counts
To measure biofuel innovations (the dependent variable), counts of patent families have been
used related to technologies for pre-treatment and conversion of biomass to advanced liquid
and gaseous biofuels for transportation. This includes conversion by thermochemical (e.g.,
gasification), chemical (e.g., hydro treatment) and biochemical methods (e.g., enzymatic
hydrolysis). 8 A patent family is a set of patents or applications recorded at various patent
offices around the world usually protecting the same invention (OECD, 2009). In this paper,
counts of Derwent World Patents Index (DWPI) families are used as a proxy for innovation
activity, and due to their strict family definition they are generally deemed representative of
single inventions (Martinez, 2010; Thomson Reuters, 2014a). Specifically, the only DWPI
families considered are those containing (at least) an application filed through the Patent
7

The NB1 model specifies that the variance of the dependent count variable is equal to a multiple of the mean
while the NB2 variance is quadratic in the mean. Hence, different standard error estimates are generated by the
models, and the most common implementation is the NB2 model (e.g., Cameron and Trivedi, 1998).
8
The data set excludes patents and applications related to the collection of feedstock and composition of
biofuels. In addition, patents covering technologies for 1st generation biofuels have been excluded, except when
they also describe non-food feedstock processing.
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Cooperation Treaty (PCT) and/or to the European Patent Office (EPO). These families,
referred to as ‘transnational patents’, are especially suitable to employ for up-to-date policy
studies (Frietsch and Schmoch, 2010). Furthermore, by imposing the condition above, only
families protecting inventions with high economic value are covered (only patents with high
expected value are filed through the relatively costly supranational procedures). 9 Because of
the same condition, all families considered must comply with PCT and/or EPO formality
requirements and the data are thus largely free from patent comparability issues caused by
differences in patent rules and practices across countries. In line with recommendations in
OECD (2009), the data are sorted by inventor country of residence and earliest priority date,
and the data are rounded to the nearest integer (patents specifying multiple inventor countries
were partly attributed to each country by the use of fractional counts).
The data were compiled and provided by Thomson Reuters based on their Derwent World
Patents Index (DWPI) database (Thomson Reuters, 2014b). The database covers 48 major
patent issuing authorities and contains about 20 million inventions corresponding to tens of
millions of patents in various technologies (Thomson Reuters, 2014a). To avoid inclusion of
irrelevant patents and exclusion of relevant patents, the data collection was based on
combinations of key terms, International Patent Classification (IPC) codes and Derwent
Manual codes (patent collection based solely on IPC codes is associated with relatively poor
validity, e.g., Costantini et al., 2012). To identify candidate indexing codes and key terms and
phrases in the technical area, initial searches were conducted to acquire a small sample of
high relevance. The sample was reviewed by using text mining, and indexing codes were
tested for appropriateness. The search strategies developed were eventually applied to the
database in an iterative procedure – relevant patents not previously found were checked for
new classification codes and key terms and these were eventually used in new searches. In
this way, a well-balanced and substantive overview of the technical area was assembled while
avoiding high noise levels (Thomson Reuters, 2014a). 10
Patent counts are one of the most frequently used indicators of technological innovation (e.g.,
Bäckström et al., 2014; Lundmark and Bäckström, 2015; Johnstone et al., 2010). Moreover,
since patents are outputs of innovation activities as opposed to other potential indicators such
as R&D expenditures, they are generally viewed as a more suitable proxy. Patents also have a
close link to inventions and they can be disaggregated to specific technologies due to detailed
information content. Still, using patent counts to measure innovation is associated with a
number of problems: (a) not all inventions are patented; (b) the value distribution of patents is
highly skewed; and (c) there are differences in patent regimes and patent propensity across
countries and over time (Schankerman, 1998; Jaumotte and Pain, 2005; OECD, 2009). It is
reasonable to assume that patent counts are positively correlated with non-patented inventive
activity (Schmoch, 1997), and this mitigates the issue outlined in (a). Moreover, measuring
9

It should be noted that the costs of filing through supranational procedures are still lower than parallel
application in multiple countries.
In total, 8.629 patent families were identified covering biofuel technology, of which 5.574 are transnational
patents. Of these, 39 patents did not specify the address of the inventor(s) and these had to be dropped from the
analysis because of the difficulties in attributing them to any of the sample countries.
10
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innovations with counts of transnational patents limits the issues outlined in (b) and (c), and
differences in patent propensity across countries and over time can be controlled for by the
inclusion of country fixed effects and a variable reflecting national patenting activity across
all technical areas.
Figure 5 illustrates the patent data for the sample countries in terms of counts of transnational
patents related to advanced biofuels, and their share of the total number of applications filed
under the Patent Cooperation Treaty (PCT) (across all technological areas). Biofuel patenting
activity remained stable on a relatively low level during the first half of the time period
studied, and after 1997 it increased rapidly but tailed off after 2009. 11 Biofuel patents as share
of total patents exhibit a U-shape pattern. Between 1980 and around 1995 there were
relatively small differences with respect to biofuel patenting across the sample countries. Still,
in the end of the 1990s Germany saw its biofuel patent applications increase significantly, and
France saw its applications increase rapidly since 2004. These developments have made
Germany and France the most prominent in biofuel patenting among the sample countries in
recent years. The remaining sample countries saw their applications increase in the beginning
of the 2000s, although they did not experience a take-off of the same magnitude. Among
these, Denmark, Finland and Sweden stand out with the highest number of applications while
the figures for Austria, Belgium and Spain display more modest trends.
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Figure 5: Biofuel Patent Families (transnational patents) in the Sample Countries, 1980-2011
Source: Thomson Reuters (2014b) and OECD (2014).

Corporate actors are the most influential patent applicants as roughly 80 percent of the biofuel
patents in the sample have been filed by firms over time period studied.
Academic/government applicants and individuals have filed 10 percent, respectively. The
most important corporate applicants include Novozymes (Denmark), Neste Oil (Finland),
UPM (Finland), BASF (Germany) and Arkema (France). Leading academic/government
11
The decline in biofuel patenting activity after 2009 appears to coincide with a general downturn in patenting
reflected by total PCT applications filed across all technical categories (OECD, 2014).
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applicants include the French Institute of Petroleum, the Technical University of Denmark
and the University of Cádiz (Spain).
5.2 The Independent Variables
The independent variables in the model specifications tested can be divided into two main
categories: pilot and demonstration plant (PDP) variables, and control variables. To measure
PDP activities, two principal approaches are tested where the first is based on total (public
and private) plant investments and the second on cumulative output capacity. In this paper it
is assumed that PDP investments (in total or categorized for each PDP type) add up to an
investment based knowledge stock:
ܭܥܱܶܵܮܮܣ,௧ = (1 െ ߜ)ܭܥܱܶܵܮܮܣ,௧ିଵ + ܲܶܵܧܸܰܫܲܦ,௧ି௫

[2]

where i indexes the sample countries and t indexes time. In equation [2] ALLSTOCK is the
(aggregate) PDP investment based knowledge stock for biofuels in country i and time period
t, PDPINVEST are the annual investments in both PDP types, x is the number of years it takes
before investments add to the knowledge stock, and G is the annual depreciation rate of the
knowledge stock (ߜ [ א0,1]). Hence, the formulation suggests that: (a) PDP investments do
not have an instantaneous effect on the generation of new knowledge, but will only lead to
tangible results after some time has lapsed; and (b) knowledge depreciates in that the effects
of previous investments gradually become outdated (Griliches, 1995). The same formulation
is applied to the PDP type specific knowledge stocks (EXPSTOCK and EXEMSTOCK), which
are based on plant investments disaggregated by experimental and exemplary plants,
respectively.
To construct the knowledge stock variables a time lag of one year ( = ݔ1) and a depreciation
rate of 20 percent (ߜ = 0.20) is assumed. This suggests a relatively high rate of knowledge
depreciation (e.g., Griliches, 1995; Nordhaus, 2002; Klaassen et al., 2005), but this is
reflected in the relatively intensive development of production technology for advanced
biofuels during the recent decades (e.g., the number of PDPs recently taken into operation).
Though, given the uncertainties inherent in these parameter assumptions, the consequences of
using alternative depreciation rates and times lags are examined in a sensitivity analysis.
The knowledge stock variables have been constructed based on PDP investment data in
Bacovsky et al. (2013), BIOMAP (2014), IEA (2014b) and various plant specific sources. The
investment figures were taken as nominal currency for the year of the publication or
legislation and were deflated to 2010 prices by using a consumer price index. The figures
were also converted to EUR when necessary by using market exchange rates. All PDPs
covered in this study have been erected during the 2000s and PDP investment figures were
thus equal to zero in 1980 (the starting year of the time period covered in this study). These
figures represent the initial conditions when constructing the PDP investment based
knowledge stocks. For example, the knowledge stock reported in 2005 for a given country is a
function of the annual investments in biofuel PDPs during the time period 1980-2004, and
with the above depreciation rate attached to the stock. The data sources mentioned above were
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also used to construct: (a) the second and alternative measure of PDP activities
(EXEMOUTCAP) based on cumulative output capacity (tons/year), and to this end, data on
PDP specific output capacities were also extracted from Biofuels Digest (2014); (b) the
interaction variable (INTEREXPSTOCK) investigating whether increases in the knowledge
stock based on experimental PDP investments is more innovation-promoting when there are
more than one experimental PDP in operation; and (c) the foreign knowledge stocks
(FEXPSTOCK and FEXEMSTOCK) based on PDP investments in ݊ െ ݅ sample countries
(constructed by adding national knowledge stocks across the sample countries in each year).
The focus on experimental PDPs in the case of the interaction variable depends on the lack of
observations in the data set where there is more than one exemplary plant in operation (or
where both types are in operation simultaneously).
All model specifications (S1-S5) include three control variables: biofuel blending obligation
schemes (BLEND), fossil diesel prices (PRICE) and total patent applications (TOTPAT). In
the case of BLEND, policy stringency is measured as the required biofuel share of total fossil
fuel sales of individual fuel distributors in terms of energy content, and the data were taken
from IEA (2004, 2014c) and various country-specific sources. PRICE is based on an industry
end-user price index obtained from IEA (2014d), and the index reflects automotive diesel fuel
prices including taxes. Prices of petrol were not considered in the empirical analysis since the
data suffered from missing observations in several official databases. Still, petrol and diesel
prices are likely to be highly correlated, and the European market for automotive fuels is
generally considered to be heavily ‘dieselized’ (e.g., Kojima et al., 2007; IEA, 2008). Finally,
TOTPAT reflects total patent applications filed under the Patent Cooperation Treaty (PCT)
regardless of technological area. The data were obtained from OECD (2014) and are sorted by
inventor country of residence and priority date as reported in the database.
The variables employed in the empirical analysis are summarized in Table 1. Due to some
missing observations in BLEND, the S3 model is fitted using 251 observations. S1, S2 and S4
use 240 observations because of some additional missing observations in EXPSTOCK. S5 use
219 observations due to the missing observations mentioned above and since Austria is
excluded from the regression (see further section 6.1). The descriptive statistics presented in
Table 1 are based on the 240 observations used to estimate S1, S2 and S4.
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Table 1: Variable Definitions and Descriptive Statistics
Variables
Dependent variable
BIOPAT

Description and units

Mean

S.D.

Min

Max

Total number of biofuel patent families
(counts)

4.346

8.783

0

59

0.292

1.193

0

7

75.227

16.813

34.461

111.953

1.95

3.501

0

18.492

3.087

9.895

0

68.246

2.881

9.71

0

68.246

0.207

1.72

0

20.243

22.333

323.114

0

5000

1.041

6.816

0

68.246

16.766

33.504

0

129.439

2.016

7.576

0

39.813

Independent variables
BLEND
PRICE
TOTPAT
ALLSTOCK

EXPSTOCK
EXEMSTOCK
EXEMOUTCAP
INTEREXPSTOCK

FEXPSTOCK

FEXEMSTOCK

Annual blending obligation targets for
biofuels (% of total sales of fossil fuels
in terms of energy content)
Price index for automotive diesel fuel
(2010 = base year)
Total PCT patent filings (count in
thousands)
PDP investment based knowledge stock
(million EUR in 2010 prices, see section
5.2 for detailed definitions of the stock
variables)
Knowledge stock based on investments
in experimental PDPs (million EUR in
2010 prices)
Knowledge stock based on investments
in exemplary PDPs (million EUR in
2010 prices)
Cumulative output capacity of exemplary
PDPs (tons/year)
ALLSTOCK multiplied with a dummy
variable taking the value one (1) if there
are more than one PDP in operation, 0
otherwise
Foreign knowledge stock based on
investments in experimental PDPs in
݊ െ ݅ sample countries (million EUR in
2010 prices)
Foreign knowledge stock based on
investments in exemplary PDPs in ݊ െ ݅
sample countries (million EUR in 2010
prices)

6. Empirical Results and Discussion
6.1 Estimation Results from the Negative Binomial Model Specifications
Table 2 presents the regression results of the five model specifications using a negative
binomial model (NB2) with bootstrapped standard errors stratified by country and countryspecific fixed effects. 12 For all model specifications, the Newton-Raphson algorithm
converged to a maximum after relatively few iterations and a concave (i.e., marginally
declining) convergence path could be observed (6-9 iterations were required for fitting each
specification). In other words, all five log-likelihood functions seem to be well-behaved
(Gould et al., 2006). All models are statistically significant according to the p-values
associated with the Wald x2-statistics, thus rejecting the null hypothesis that all of the
estimated coefficients are equal to zero. Finally, overdispersion tests suggest that a NB
distribution and estimator are better suited than a Poisson for the biofuel patent data (e.g.,
12
According to Cameron and Trivedi (1998), 200 bootstrap replications are generally sufficient for estimates of
standard errors. Hence, all models (S1-S5) were fitted using 200 replications.
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Cameron and Trivedi, 1998). Likelihood-ratio tests and Wald tests were conducted and both
reject the null hypothesis of equidispersion (i.e., that the overdispersion parameter is equal to
zero), except for S4 and S5 where the Wald test could not reject the null hypothesis. Although
the tests yield conflicting results for S4 and S5, a NB estimator is still regarded as preferable
over a Poisson since it can accommodate overdispersion parameters close to zero as well as
overdispersion. Nevertheless, the flexibility of a NB estimator comes at the price of larger
standard errors than those produced by a Poisson (e.g., Hilbe, 2011).
According to Table 2, biofuel technology innovations are (partly) driven by increasing pilot
and demonstration plant (PDP) investments. 13 Specifically, increasing PDP investment based
knowledge stocks explains some of the variations in biofuel innovation – regardless if the
investments are broken down by PDP type (EXPSTOCK and EXEMSTOCK) or not
(ALLSTOCK). The alternative measure of PDP activities, cumulative output capacity of
exemplary plants (EXEMOUTCAP), is statistically insignificant – possibly due to few nonzero observations and thus low variation in the variable. 14 S4 tests whether marginal increases
in the experimental PDP knowledge stock (INTEREXPSTOCK) are more innovationpromoting when there is more than one such PDP in operation in a given country and year
(ceteris paribus). The econometric results, however, do not support such a notion. Moreover,
the foreign knowledge stock based on investments in experimental PDPs (FEXPSTOCK) is
found to be important for biofuel patenting in a country. Concerning the coefficients for the
control variables, all are statistically significant and positive across the specifications.
Increasing biofuel blending targets (BLEND) seem to induce biofuel patents, which is also the
case of higher diesel prices (PRICE). 15 The overall propensity to patent (TOTPAT) also
explains some of the variations in biofuel innovation. 16 Finally, country-specific
heterogeneity represented by country-specific dummy variables seems to explain patenting
variations (see Table A2 in the Appendix).

13
PDP investments can possibly be endogenously determined meaning that biofuel patenting explains variations
in PDP investment based knowledge stocks. The knowledge stocks are, however, lagged which limits this issue
(biofuel patents in year t would have to explain changes in knowledge stocks in year t-1).
14
A third measure of PDP activities, counts of PDPs in operation in a given country and year, is tested in Table
A3 in the Appendix. Although it can be questioned whether it is reasonable to assign the same weight to the
different plants in the regressions, this approach is appealing due to its simplicity. The results in Table A3
suggest that an increasing number of PDPs in operation is positively correlated with biofuel innovation,
regardless of whether counts of plants are disaggregated by plant type or not (in line with the results in Table 2).
15
By including BLEND in the specifications, an important demand-side determinant of biofuel innovation is
controlled for. However, biofuel patenting is possibly responsive to growing markets in terms of increases in
overall motor fuel consumption as well. As a robustness check, S1 and S2 were expanded by including
consumption of motor fuels, and two alternative measures were tested in each specification: annual consumption
in kilotons, and percentage growth in fuel consumption. The associated coefficient was, however, statistically
insignificant in all cases and the inclusion of the variable had negligible effects on the remaining parameter
estimates.
16
Biofuel innovation is supposedly also affected by public R&D support. However, R&D expenditure data
provided in official databases covered biofuels on an aggregate level by including not only transportation fuels
but also solid biofuels for instance (used for heat or electricity production). Inclusion of this variable in the
regressions is thus questionable. As a robustness check R&D expenditures were included in S1 and S3, but the
associated coefficient was statistically insignificant and the inclusion of this variable had negligible effects on
the remaining parameter estimates.
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Table 2: Estimation Results from the Negative Binomial Models with Fixed Effects
S1

S2

S3

S4

S5a

0.140**
(0.015)
E: 0.041
0.047***
(0.000)
E: 3.536
0.050**
(0.011)
E: 0.098

0.127**
(0.022)
E: 0.037
0.046***
(0.000)
E: 3.460
0.054***
(0.002)
E: 0.105

0.164***
(0.001)
E: 0.063
0.053***
(0.000)
E: 4.020
0.041**
(0.040)
E: 0.079

0.123**
(0.034)
E: 0.036
0.046***
(0.000)
E: 3.460
0.054***
(0.002)
E: 0.105

0.101*
(0.065)
E: 0.032
0.036***
(0.000)
E: 2.686
0.034**
(0.038)
E: 0.072

ALLSTOCK

0.022***
(0.000)
E: 0.068

------

------

------

------

EXPSTOCK

------

EXEMSTOCK

------

0.026***
(0.001)
E: 0.075
0.063***
(0.000)
E: 0.013

0.023***
(0.000)
E: 0.073
0.046
(0.161)
E: 0.010

EXEMOUTCAP

------

------

0.000
(0.853)
E: 0.004

------

------

INTEREXPSTOCK

------

------

------

-0.010
(0.311)
E: -0.010

------

FEXPSTOCK

------

------

------

------

FEXEMSTOCK

------

------

------

------

Log-likelihood (NB)
Log-likelihood
(Poisson)
ߙ (overdispersion
parameter)
Wald x2
p > x2
N

-421.761

-419.772

-456.926

-419.153

0.011***
(0.000)
E: 0.184
-0.024***
(0.003)
E: -0.048
-387.928

-484.956

-471.621

-519.230

-471.140

-399.235

0.226
(s.e. 0.082)
489.00
0.000
240

0.206
(s.e. 0.073)
555.67
0.000
240

0.253
(s.e. 0.075)
577.89
0.000
251

0.203
(s.e. 0.236)
507.40
0.000
240

0.098
(s.e. 0.189)
653.68
0.000
219

Control variables
BLEND

PRICE

TOTPAT
PDP variables

0.020***
(0.000)
E: 0.058
0.063***
(0.000)
E: 0.013

------

------

Note: p-values in parentheses (based on bootstrapped standard errors stratified by country); * p < 0.10; ** p <
0.05; *** p < 0.01. Stata automatically provides the log-likelihood of fitting a Poisson model (the statistic is
necessary for the likelihood-ratio overdispersion test.
a
Due to missing information concerning the level of PDP investments in Austria, the country was dropped
before estimation. The foreign knowledge stocks were constructed by adding national stocks across the sample
countries and the inclusion of Austria in the analysis would thus underestimate the size of the foreign knowledge
stocks (since Austria’s investment levels would implicitly be treated as equal to zero).
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Although the coefficients provide useful information about the sign of the innovation impacts
of the explanatory variables, the economic significance (i.e., size) of these impacts is difficult
to interpret. Formally, the coefficients are expressed as the difference between the natural
logarithms of expected counts (e.g., Hilbe, 2011). 17 To examine the size of the impacts of the
independent variables, elasticities are computed as ߝ = ߚመ ݔҧ which is a measure of the
elasticity of  ]࢞|ݕ[ܧwith respect to ݔ (i.e., the jth regressor) (Cameron and Trivedi, 1998).
The elasticities are presented in Table 2 (as ‘E: …’) and are interpreted as the percentage
change in biofuel patenting following a one percentage change in a given explanatory
variable.
The estimated elasticities suggest that all control variables are positively correlated with
biofuel innovation activity, but also that their economic significance differs considerably. A
one percent increase in biofuel blending targets or total patent applications (ceteris paribus)
induces a 0.032-0.063 or 0.072-0.105 percent increase in biofuel patents (depending on the
model specification), respectively. These impacts are not particularly strong compared to the
innovation effect of increasing diesel prices. If the prices increase by one percent (ceteris
paribus), patent counts increase by 2.686-4.020 percent.
The elasticities confirm an overall positive (lagged) innovation effect of PDP investments
adding up to investment based knowledge stocks. 18 The elasticity is positive and equal to
0.068 in the S1 model where the knowledge stock is based on investments in both PDP types.
When categorizing the investments as related to experimental or exemplary plants, as done in
S2, the estimated elasticities are positive and equal to 0.058 and 0.013, respectively. Thus, the
results suggest that experimental PDPs have been more innovation-promoting than exemplary
plants. This finding is confirmed by S4 where the corresponding elasticities are equal to 0.075
for experimental PDPs and 0.013 for exemplary PDPs.
In S5 one of the foreign knowledge stocks is found to be positively correlated with biofuel
innovation. The elasticity for the experimental PDP investment based knowledge stock is
equal to 0.184, suggesting a 0.184 percent increase in biofuel patent applications in a given
country following a one percent increase in the foreign experimental PDP based knowledge
stock. Hence, development activities in experimental plants appear to induce technical
17

The coefficients are mathematically expressed as ߚ = log൫ߤ௫బశభ ൯ െ log൫ߤ௫బ ൯, where ߚ corresponds to the
estimated coefficient and ߤ to the expected count. The subscripts denote the observation at which an independent
variable (x) is evaluated.
18
The PDP investment based knowledge stocks are based on a one year time lag and a depreciation rate of 20
percent. Since these are uncertain parameters it is motivated to test how sensitive the results are with respect to
different assumptions. Such a sensitivity analysis is provided for S1 and S2 in Table A4 in the Appendix, and the
results seem to be overall robust with respect to different depreciation rates (15 and 30 percent) and time lags
(two years). The knowledge stock coefficients are positive and significantly different from zero in all cases
except when a two year lag is assumed. The changes concerning the remaining coefficients are overall minor.
Finally, a sensitivity analysis was also conducted for S4 and S5, with minor changes in the results (this is not
included in the Appendix). In S4 the coefficients for the PDP type specific knowledge stocks remain positive and
statistically significant, while the effect of INTEREXPSTOCK remains statistically insignificant. In S5 the
impacts of the knowledge stock variables keep the same sign and level of statistical significance, with one main
exception being the positive coefficient for EXEMSTOCK which becomes statistically significant in one of the
regressions.
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innovation also indirectly through country-level knowledge spillovers. The results indicate a
negative and statistically significant innovation effect of the other foreign knowledge stock
based on investments in exemplary plants. On the one hand this finding is unexpected given
the focus of exemplary plants on commercialization and technology diffusion, activities
which can be assumed to be positively correlated with knowledge spillovers and which can
encourage innovation in turn. On the other hand, the spillovers may concern primarily how to
create customer awareness instead of spreading technology learning as such. Still, this
reasoning does not explain the negative innovation impact of the knowledge stock.
Finally, as an overall robustness check all models (S1-S5) were estimated when the scope of
the dependent variable had been limited to counts of patent families covering production
technology for 2nd generation biofuels (i.e., families exclusively covering technology for other
biofuel generations were omitted). There were only minor changes in the size of the estimated
coefficients and their signs were the same. Moreover, only small differences could be noted in
the statistical significance of the coefficients, and none of the coefficients for the PDP
variables changed in this respect.
6.2 Discussion
This section provides a discussion of the empirical results, and contrasts these to the findings
of other studies. Overall the results suggest that renewable energy patents are influenced by
general propensity to patent as well as variations in fossil fuel prices. These findings are in
line with other work (e.g., Johnstone et al., 2010; Brolund and Lundmark, 2014; Jang and Du,
2013). Nevertheless, while this paper reports a statistically significant and positive innovation
impact of demand-pull production support measured as biofuel blending targets, KarmarkarDeshmukh and Pray (2009) along with Jang and Du (2013) cannot reject the null hypothesis
that this impact is non-existent. A possible explanation for the different results is that policy
stringency is measured as annual targets in this paper while Karmarkar-Deshmukh and Pray
(2009) include a dummy variable set to unity for the years when biofuel blending obligations
are in force. Jang and Du (2013), on the other hand, considers patents not only for biofuel
conversion processes but also for technology used for feedstock production as well as for
ethanol combustion in automotive engines. Finally, de Freitas and Kaneko (2012) examines
the relation between ethanol innovation and market characteristics in Brazil, and their findings
reveal the presence of a demand-pull effect between ethanol consumption and innovation,
thus providing some support for the above finding in this paper.
The results indicate a positive biofuel innovation impact of total PDP investments as well as
investments in experimental and exemplary PDPs, respectively. This finding is consistent
with qualitative research suggesting that PDPs facilitate technology learning and that they
hold an important role in the process of technological development (e.g., Karlström and
Sandén, 2004; Kemp et al., 1998; Frishammar et al., 2015). Moreover, a positive correlation
between innovation and exemplary PDP investments confirms that such plants focus not only
on market creation and diffusion, but on technology development as well (as suggested in
Hendry et al., 2010b). Still, the results suggest that experimental PDPs are more innovationpromoting than exemplary plants. Experimental PDPs focus primarily on technology testing
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and optimization and have low visibility since creating customer awareness is of low priority.
Exemplary PDPs, on the other hand, have high visibility and functions mainly to create
markets by spreading information about an innovation to potential adopters. This indicates
that technology development efforts have been more effective when conducted away from
pressure of customers and provides quantitative support for this argument made by Hendry et
al. (2010b). They argue that avoiding such pressure makes it easier to pursue enduring and
iterative development efforts.
Nevertheless, it is important that protection of innovation does not come at the price of too
weak competition from other technologies (Kemp et al., 1998). If protection is too generous,
technology developers are not forced to handle negative side effects associated with
applications of a new technology on a large scale. This also calls for policy makers to support
PDP activities focusing on multiple technological trajectories (Hellsmark, 2010), and this is
perhaps most important for achieving radical technology shifts (Harborne et al., 2007).
Moreover, publicly funded PDP activities need to be complemented and followed up with
market creation activities through market-pull support. Hellsmark and Jacobsson (2012) stress
this issue when analyzing policy challenges in moving gasified biomass from the
demonstration phase to large scale diffusion. Creating initial markets is critical for the
evolution of new industries since they provide an income stream for investors and thus have a
strong effect on further technology development.
Turning to the role of knowledge spillovers resulting from PDP activities, the findings
presented in this paper indicate that innovation in a country is driven not only by domestic
investments in experimental PDPs but also by similar investments in other countries. This is
consistent with the argument made in Hendry et al. (2010b) and Lefevre (1984) that PDPs
may generate significant knowledge spillovers. However, Peters et al. (2012) find no
empirical evidence suggesting that domestic R&D funding spur foreign innovation when
examining how the innovation impacts of domestic and foreign policies differ in the case of
solar PV. This is surprising as the literature on R&D spillovers supports the notion of a
positive effect (e.g., Griliches, 1992).
While the results indicate the existence and importance of PDP induced country-level
knowledge spillovers in Europe, there could be significant spillovers on a national and
regional level as well (e.g., Jaffe et al., 1993). Still, while these positive externalities are
beneficial to society, they constitute a mixed blessing since their existence is in conflict with
the interests of commercial actors involved in PDP development efforts (e.g., Frishammar et
al., 2015; Hendry et al., 2010a). The externalities benefit outside competitors who can imitate
technology development efforts at a fraction of total costs, and this reduces the incentives for
commercial actors to contribute to the learning processes in the first place (Mowery et al.,
2010). This issue must be properly addressed when designing public support to PDP
activities.
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7. Conclusions and Avenues for Future Research
This paper examines the impacts of publicly funded pilot and demonstration plant (PDP)
activities on innovation in biofuel production technology. The results seem robust to
alternative model specifications and indicate that: (a) PDP activities are overall positively
correlated with biofuel patenting activity; (b) both experimental and exemplary PDPs
encourage biofuel innovation even though the impact of the former is more profound; and (c)
development activities in experimental PDPs encourage innovation also indirectly through
knowledge spillovers across countries.
Overall these results suggest that innovations are endogenously determined in the renewable
energy technology field, and they provide quantitative support of the notion that PDPs
facilitate technology learning and hold an important role in the process of technology
development. While the economics literature on policy-induced innovation stresses the
importance of public R&D support and production support schemes, we must also
acknowledge the role of PDPs in technical progress and address how public support to these
activities can and should be properly designed.
There are a number of issues that deserve attention in future research. First, while this paper
identifies important innovation impacts of publicly funded PDPs, greater understanding of
how to properly design public support to these activities would be beneficial for policy
making. Second, the kind of learning taking place in PDPs is dependent on the constellation
of stakeholders involved (e.g., Harborne and Hendry, 2009), and this suggests that the
magnitude of the innovation impacts of PDPs can be explained by the involvement of certain
key actors, e.g., end users. This issue deserves more in-depth empirical research. Third, and
finally, while the findings in this paper indicate the importance of PDPs for biofuel
innovation, their innovation impacts may be less pronounced in the case of more mature
technologies such as solar PV as well as over time as less-developed technologies mature. A
greater understanding of such differential impacts across various technologies is important
information for policy making.
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Location

2003-

BioGasol

Elsam (2003-2005);
Inbicon (DONG
Energy) (20062012)

Copenhagen,
Denmark

Fredericia,
Denmark

Maxifuel

Pilot 1

2009-

Pilot

Pilot

Pilot

Pilot

Demo

Type

b

5 720 000

850 000

1 620 000

8 430 000

N/A

Plant
investmentc
(EUR, 2010
prices)

Biochemical

Biochemical

Biochemical

Biochemical

Thermochemical

Conversion
process

Ethanol; c5
molasses;
lignin biopellets

Ethanol;
biogas; lignin

Ethanol;
biogas

Ethanol

Synthetic
natural gas
(SNG)

Product

Lignocellulo
-sics; straw

Corn fiber;
corn stover;
grasses;
garden
waste; straw
Wheat
straw;
cocksfoot
grass
Lignocellulo
-sics; wheat
straw; corn
fiber

Lignocellulo
-sics; syngas
from gasifier

Feedstock

2G

1G; 2G

2G

1G; 2G

2G

Generation

N/A

28 (ethanol)

11 (ethanol)

28 (ethanol)

576 (SNG)

Output
capacity
(t/y)
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When no end year is provided, a given plant has been in operation up to (and in) 2012. Whether a plant has been in operation after 2012 is unknown given the time period
considered when collecting the data (1980-2012).
b
Classification is guided by definitions provided in IEA (2014b).
c
Figures reflect both public and private investments.

a

2007-2008

BioGasol

Bornholm,
Denmark

2009-2010

BornBio
Fuels
Optimization

BioGasol

Ballerup,
Denmark

BornBio
Fuel 1

2009-

Güssing,
Austria

Conzepte Technik
Umwelt AG (2009);
Biomassekraftwerk
Güssing (20102012)

Operator

Operating
perioda

Table A1: Publicly Funded Pilot and Demonstration Plants Producing Advanced Biofuels (1980-2012)

SNG
demo

Experimental PDPs

Plant

Appendix

Location

2010-

University of
Hohenheim;
Butalco

Stuttgart,
Germany

Hohenhe
-im Pilot

2011-

Oberhausen,
Germany

STSplant

Fraunhofer
UMSICHT (2011);
Greasoline (2012)

Pomacle,
France

Futurol
Project

2009-

2011-

Inbicon (DONG
Energy)

Kalundborg,
Denmark

Demo

2005-

Operating
period

Procethol 2G

Elsam (2005);
Inbicon (DONG
Energy) (20062012)

Fredericia,
Denmark

Operator

Pilot 2

Experimental PDPs

Plant

Pilot

Pilot

Pilot

Demo

Pilot

Type

1 220 000

3 030 000

29

29 470 000

51 040 000

16 970 000

Plant
investment
(EUR, 2010
prices)

Biochemical

Thermochemical

Biochemical

Biochemical

Biochemical

Conversion
process

Ethanol

Diesel-type
hydrocarbon
(i.e.,
hydrotreated
vegetable oil
(HVO))

Ethanol

Ethanol; c5
molasses;
lignin biopellets
Wood
wastes;
agricultural
and forest
residues;
energy crops
Waste fats;
energy crop
oil; algae oil;
fatty acids;
grease trap
contents;
residues of
plant oil
processing
Grass; corn
stover;
starch

Lignocellulo
-sics; wheat
straw

Ethanol; c5
molasses;
lignin biopellets

Feedstock

Maize
silage; sugar
cane
bagasse;
wheat straw;
wood yard
waste;
municipal
solid waste

Product

1G; 2G

2G; 3G

2G

2G

2G

Generation

Table A1: Publicly Funded Pilot and Demonstration Plants Producing Advanced Biofuels (1980-2012) (continued)

N/A

2 (dieseltype
hydrocarbon)

2 700
(ethanol)

4 300
(ethanol)

Several tons
per hour

Output
capacity
(t/y)

Location

Örnsköldsvik, Sweden

Biorefinery
Demo
Plant*

Oulu,
Finland

Chempol
-is
Biorefini
-ng Plant

Chempolis

Bio Base Europe

2010-

2010-

2004-

2011-

2009-

Operating
period

Demo

Commercial

Pilot

Pilot

Demo

Type

20 240 000

13 280 000

28 860 000

23 920 000

56 180 000

Plant
investment
(EUR, 2010
prices)

Biochemical

Biochemical

Biochemical

Thermochemical

Biochemical

Conversion
process
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* Categorized as an experimental PDP in 2004-2009, after this period it is viewed as an exemplary PDP.

Ghent,
Belgium

Bio Base
Europe
Pilot
Plant

Exemplary PDPs

Chemrec

Piteå,
Sweden

BioDME

SEKAB Etechnology

Abengoa Bioenergy

Babilafuente
, Spain

Operator

Demo

Experimental PDPs

Plant

Ethanol;
biochemicals;
pulp and paper
fibers

Ethanol; fine
chemicals;
neutraceuticals
; food
ingredients;
bioplastics;
industrial
enzymes

Ethanol

Di-MethylEther (DME)

Ethanol

Product

2G; 3G

2G

Straw; reed;
bagasse;
corn stalks;
wood
residues;
paper waste

1G; 2G

2G

2G

Generation

Wheat
straw;
corncobs;
wood chips;
Jatropha;
algae

Cereal straw
(mostly
barley and
wheat)
Forest
residues
through
black liquor
gasification
Wood chips;
sugarcane
bagasse;
wheat; corn
stover;
energy grass

Feedstock

Table A1: Publicly Funded Pilot and Demonstration Plants Producing Advanced Biofuels (1980-2012) (continued)

5 000
(ethanol)

Kg to multiton scale

120
(ethanol)

1 800
(DME)

4 000
(ethanol)

Output
capacity
(t/y)

Table A2: Estimated Coefficients for the Country-specific Dummy Variables
Country dummies
DAUSTRIA
DBELGIUM
DDENMARK
DFINLAND
DFRANCE
DSPAIN
DSWEDEN

S1
-2.843***
(0.000)
-1.885***
(0.000)
-0.967***
(0.002)
-1.027***
(0.003)
-0.407*
(0.075)
-1.796***
(0.000)
-0.864***
(0.001)

S2
-2.805***
(0.000)
-1.890***
(0.000)
-0.893***
(0.001)
-1.058***
(0.001)
-0.360
(0.134)
-1.697***
(0.000)
-0.870***
(0.001)

S3
-2.147***
(0.000)
-2.017***
(0.000)
-0.742**
(0.014)
-1.253***
(0.000)
-0.498**
(0.032)
-1.557***
(0.000)
-0.701**
(0.020)

S4
-2.802*
(0.052)
-1.887***
(0.000)
-0.811***
(0.003)
-1.052***
(0.001)
-0.362
(0.114)
-1.799***
(0.000)
-0.933***
(0.001)

S5
------2.157***
(0.000)
-0.952***
(0.000)
-1.226***
(0.000)
-0.452**
(0.019)
-1.753***
(0.000)
-1.036***
(0.000)

Note: p-values in parentheses (based on bootstrapped standard errors stratified by country); * p < 0.10; ** p <
0.05; *** p < 0.01.

Table A3: Estimation Results Based on Counts of Pilot and Demonstration Plants in Operation
S6

S7

0.173***
(0.000)
0.050***
(0.000)
0.044**
(0.031)

0.166***
(0.000)
0.048***
(0.000)
0.048**
(0.025)

0.201**
(0.030)
------

------

Control variables
BLEND
PRICE
TOTPAT
PDP variables
CTALL
CTEXP
CTEXEM
Log-likelihood (NB)
Log-likelihood (Poisson)
ߙ (overdispersion parameter)
Wald x2
p > x2
N

------456.589
-532.670
0.266
(s.e. 0.068)
490.73
0.000
251

0.185**
(0.049)
0.770***
(0.002)
-455.113
-518.739
0.246
(s.e. 0.065)
481.55
0.000
251

Note: p-values in parentheses (based on bootstrapped standard errors stratified by country, 200 replications); * p
< 0.10; ** p < 0.05; *** p < 0.01.
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Table A4: Sensitivity Analysis with Respect to Alternative Time Lags and Depreciation Rates
S1
1 year

S2

15 %

30 %

2 year
20 %

0.139***
(0.008)
0.046***
(0.000)
0.051***
(0.003)

0.142**
(0.012)
0.048***
(0.000)
0.048**
(0.015)

0.155***
(0.007)
0.052***
(0.000)
0.041**
(0.044)

0.127**
(0.026)
0.045***
(0.000)
0.055***
(0.002)

0.128**
(0.025)
0.048***
(0.000)
0.051***
(0.007)

0.157***
(0.003)
0.052***
(0.000)
0.042**
(0.030)

ALLSTOCK

0.021***
(0.000)

0.025***
(0.000)

0.009
(0.172)

------

------

------

EXPSTOCK

------

------

------

EXEMSTOCK

------

------

------

Log-likelihood (NB)
Log-likelihood
(Poisson)
ߙ (overdispersion
parameter)
Wald x2
p > x2
N

-422.070

-421.477

-431.085

0.019***
(0.000)
0.059***
(0.000)
-420.096

0.022***
(0.000)
0.065***
(0.003)
-419.709

0.008
(0.168)
0.030
(0.195)
-430.963

-485.436

-484.205

-503.160

-471.994

-472.153

-500.222

0.228
(s.e. 0.073)
448.83
0.000
240

0.223
(s.e. 0.409)
520.63
0.000
240

0.270
(s.e. 0.070)
430.94
0.000
241

0.207
(s.e. 0.365)
575.87
0.000
240

0.205
(s.e. 0.226)
538.93
0.000
240

0.268
(s.e. 0.071)
1027.30
0.000
241

Lag
Depreciation rate

1 year
15 %

30 %

2 year
20 %

Control variables
BLEND
PRICE
TOTPAT
PDP variables

Note: p-values in parentheses (based on bootstrapped standard errors stratified by country, 200 replications); * p
< 0.10; ** p < 0.05; *** p < 0.01.
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